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I 

Keeping traditions 
alive, students help put 
the finishing touches on 
the bonfire before the 
big night. 
Waiting to take a few more 
pictures , Homecoming 
Queen Fiona Haulter 
stands with 2000 Queen 
Seana Giardini and 
President Hulbert. 
More than Football 
Homecoming is a time when alumni gather with 
current students and faculty to celebrate the school, 
cheer on the football team, and participate in other 
festivities around campus, such as the annual bonfire 
and pep rally. While many colleges chose to cancel 
their homecoming weekends following the 
September 11th tragedy, Rose decided to continue 
its traditions while incorporating many tributes to the 
victims of September 11th. The football team even 
donated over 100 pairs of socks to help with the relief 
efforts. Half of the proceeds from the football game, 
along with the proceeds of a raffle, were donated to 
relief efforts in New York. Small flags were 
distributed to fans and a moment of silence honored 
the victims. 
Building the 30-foot-tall bonfire out of railroad ties 
was especially challenging this year since 
homecoming fell on the third weekend of school. That 
meant that the normally six-week project had to be 
completed in half the time. Construction began 
before the freshmen arrived in the fall and went 
continuously until Friday of Homecoming weekend. 
The Fightin ' Engineers played University of 
Chicago in the annual Homecoming game. The 
game was packed with action , but ended in a close 
defeat, 20-24. During the halftime festivities, 
Homecoming Queen Fiona Haulter, and with the 
other nominees were recognized. The weekend will 
be remembered. - Katie Weiss 
6 Features 
Fans help the cheerleaders support the Fightin' Engineers 
football team. 
Each year Alumni return 
during Homecoming for 
many reasons; such as 
reunions and the big 
game, but most of all , 
the bonfire. 
Chemistry Pro-
fessors and Alumni 
gather in the 
Moench Commons 
to reminisce. 
Face painting was one of 
the many attractions for 
younger RHIT fans in the 
KidZone. 
Greek organizations show 
their spirit by making banners 
for the team. This year 's 
winning banner was made by 
the women of Tri Delta. 
Features 7 
With three gaming systems, 
these Skinner residents do 
not have trouble finding ways 
to occupy their time on the 
weekends. 
ROSE 
Stretched out and com-
fortable for the big game. 
RHA sponsored a Superbowl 
party in the Kahn Room of 
the Union with food. 
Aaron Bergh, Mike Jason Roehm and 
Kincaid, Jessica Mike Gainter took a 
Farmer, and Jennifer break during Winter 
Ho took a break Quarter to enjoy 
before finals and Comedy Central, a 
en·o ed the Olympics. favorite of many 
Rose students. 
8 Features 
Derrick Schimming and Molly McShane work on puzzles 
while they watch TV in their residence hall lobby. They are 
part of New Res. loyal viewers of Trading Spaces. 
62% of Rose males and 23% of Rose females 
watch the Simpson's frequently. 18% of males said 
the Simpsons was their favorite show. 36% of the 
males responded that they regularly watch South 
Park. 
More uncommon favorite shows included: Anime, 
Junkyard Wars, Battle Bots, and Trading Spaces. 
Many of the prime time shows such as ER, Friends, 
The Family Man, Malcom in the Middle made the 
list of Favorite TV Shows. 
Approximately a quarter of students said they 
watched the news and another quarter said they 
watch music viedeos regularly. 
Favorite TV Shows 
LJ o Simpsons •South Park o Sportscenter ~6 o Star Trek 
71 ~7 •Friends o Other 
8 
Popcorn goes well with 
all movies. Resident 
Assistant Walter Flood 
enjoyed Cabin Fever Fest 
with guys from his floor 
during Winter Quarter. 
Not even a break from 
homework to watch the 
Superbowl! One Deming 
freshman worked on his 
Maple Calculus assignment 
during the big game·...,,.,-----.. 
Features 9 
DECK 
'Tis the season of joy and laughter, and many 
academic departments and students display 
their Christmas spirit each year. This year, 
numerous trees and other decorations were 
able to be seen on campus. People will continue 
this heart warming tradition for years to come. 
10 Features 
"O Christmas tree, 0 Christmas tree, 
thy leaves are so unchanging. 
0 Christmas tree, 0 Christmas tree, 
thy leaves are so unchanging. 
Not only green when summer's here, 
but also when 'tis cold and drear. 
0 Christmas tree, 0 Christmas tree, 
thy leaves are so unchanging." 
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--E COMMONS 
Just passing through to 
check mail between 
classes. The Com-
mons is centrally 
located which makes it 
convenient. 
From overhead it is 
apparent how many 
people gather in the 
Commons during 
the middle of the 
day. 
Often times, campus groups 
will hold special promotions 
in the Commons. Pan-
hellenic sold carnations for 
Valentine's Day. 
Fiji's take a break between 
classes to discuss weekend 
plans in the middle of the 
Commons. 
12 Features 
The men of Delta Sigma Phi enjoy socializing with each 
other and the women of Tri Delta between classes. 
Lucas Johnson sits with 
his Theta Xi brothers and 
works on homework. The 
Commons is a relaxed 
atmosphere located in the 
heart of Rose. 
Brotherhood extends 
outside of the chapter 
house. These Pikes 
display their unity by 
gathering in the 
Commons. 
All students pass through the Commons daily to 
check mail, but many students spend hours between classes 
in the Commons in addition to evenings working on projects 
and homework. Many upperclassmen use the Commons as 
a place to rest, socialize, work on homework, and even nap 
between classes. 
Passing through the Commons on any given day you 
will notice that the off-campus Greeks each have a section of 
the Commons. The Pikes in one area, the Delta Sigs and 
Tri-Deltas in another, the Commons is a place of socializing 
for these off-campus residents. 
Campus groups also use the Commons as a place to 
promote upcoming activities. Student Activities Board and 
other groups hang signs to promote upcoming events. Other 
groups such as Panhellenic used the Commons to sell 
Carnations before Valentine's Day. 
Early in the day, many disgruntled students who have 
first-hour class can be found stretched out on the couches 
making up for the sleep they did not get the previous nights. 
By late morning the couches are full in addition to the tables 
and chairs and the noise level is high. 
The Indianapolis Star has become a Commons 
pastime this year since Rose began having newspapers 
delivered all over campus. 
In addition to the Commons, students gather in the 
lobby ofNew Olin and the Worx. - Katie Weiss 
Features 13 
Skinner definitely has its 
advantages- a full kitchen. 
Mike Davis, Matt Blachek, 
and Joel Ericson enjoy the 
dinner they made. 
BW3's is a great place to 
escape from the stress of 
Rose. Missy Prentice 
enjoys playing trivia with 
friends. 
We all know the human body needs food to survive 
... but finding good food was an adventure for some 
students. On-campus residents have no choice but to have a 
meal plan and some off campus residents purchase a meal 
plan for convenience or because they have an extreme 
inability to cook. Rose has been giving on-campus residents 
more facilities to prepare their own food. Over the last two 
years kitchens have been added to the residence halls. 
Additionally, one bedroom in each skinner suit was 
converted into a kitchen. Now many students elect to 
prepare their own Saturday and Sunday dinners when ARA 
does not serve meals. 
Students also :frequent local restaurants and bars 
such as BW3 's, First Wok, Sonkas, Ambrosini 's, and other 
fast food classics such as Wendy's and Taco Bell. SGA's 
discount cards allow students to get discounts ranging from 
ten to fifteen percent off at various restaurants in town. 
Pizza is another favorite of many students. Papa 
John 's and Pizza Magia delivery cars :frequent campus to 
deliver pizzas to individuals as well as many club and groups. 
Many activities lure students with free meals ranging from 
ARA catering to Papa John 's and Subway. 
The Coffee Grounds downtown along with Java 
Haute are gathering spots for students to socialize and work 
on projects and homework. The Rose-Hulman coffee shop, 
sponsored by SGA, is in its second year of operation. The 
coffee shop is located in the Game Room of the Union and 
serves a wide variety of beverages and desserts at prices 
much lower than the Coffee Grounds. 
Rose students may not get three square meals a day, but 
caffeine, sugar, and fat keep them going. - Katie Weiss 
14 Features 
Rose-Hulman's coffee shop, located in the game room, draws 
students needing their daily dose of caffeine. 
GOOD 
Sophomore Sara 
Horner acts as if 
someone is trying to 
steal her yummy food 
in New Hall kitchen. 
Students can grab a 
quick bite and catch up 
with friends before 
heading to class once 
more. 
Bryce Clark carefully chooses 
items to make a delicious 
salad. The Aramark offers 
many food choices to satisfy 
almost every appetite. 
Andy Morin prepares to do 
some cooking in the 
kitchen of New Res. Or 
maybe he's just raiding the 
fridge. 
Features 15 
Housekeepers 
We all know they're there. Sometimes we know they 
exist from the clean room and the freshly changed 
sheets that seemingly magically appear while we 
are at class. Other times they apologetically back 
out of a room when they realize we are sleeping 
through class. But whether we never see them or 
we talk to them every day, the housekeeping staff is 
one thing that makes Rose-Hulman unique. 
Every week we look forward to that telltale red or 
blue shirt and uplifting attitude. They love their job, 
and they love their boys and girls. Each would die 
for those in the hall they clean. They would jump in 
front of a moving car or throw themselves in the path 
of a bullet for us. Well, maybe not that, but they will 
bust that dust better than any of us. 
So let's give them what they deserve, a big thank 
you. - Keith Atkinson 
Thank you! 
16 Features 
Towanda Graham 
flashes a lovely 
smile as she goes 
about her work. 
Sue Garry takes good care of her darling students on the 
second floor in New Res. 
HOME AWAY FROM HOME 
BSB 1 just wouldn't be the 
same without Pat Fields 
lookin' out for her boys. 
Dave Hamenstafer takes 
time out of his duties to pose 
for the camera. 
Ever wonder why the 
hallways in Speed 
look so nice? They 
always have that 
shine thanks to 
Charles Walls. 
Features 17 
With the fire of the gun, 
runners take off. Many 
students participated in the IM 
Cross Country meet. 
Adam Roesner attempts to 
keep his opponent from 
scoring. during this IM 
Soccer match. 
SPIKE! These two Sarah Walton gets 
players battle for ready to make a play at 
control of the ball. home plate. 
18 Features 
Enjoying a good game of slow-pitch IM Softball. CROSS COUNTR1f R. 
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OLTIMATE FRISBEE 
Basketball is very A Fiji team member takes 
popular in Indiana. the ball down the field. The 
Which is why many Fiji 's won both SGA 
students love playing IM sponsored soccer 
Basketball here at Rose. tournaments. 
Features 19 
Katie Weiss and Sandea 
Jenison take a break 
from all the activities at 
the SAB Retreat. 
Students are able to 
showcase their talents 
at the Battle of the 
Bands Competition. 
Nathan Froyd and Amy Reed take full advantage of 
the SAB Ballroom dancing lessons. SAB 
sponsored two series of dance lessons which 
included four ballroom dance lessons and four 
swing dance lessons. The series ended with a 
erformance by Kelly J Orchestra, a swing band. 
20 Features 
Craft time was a big hit at CabinFever Fest. Students 
assemble beaded keychains made of small beads. 
Lots of winter fun await with 
a sled won at Las Vegas 
Night. Elizabeth Huttsell 
hands over the prize. 
Having fun untangling from 
a knot at the Twister 
Competition. 
Jennifer Ho and 
Becky Kilgore are 
having fun taking a 
break from classes at 
the Spring Carnival to 
make Wax Hands. 
Couples enjoy a 
night of dancing at 
the Winter 
Semiformal including 
Jerry Sabota and 
Elizabeth Farquar. 
---
Features 21 
3 CHEERS FOR DONNA 
Donna Gustafson 
and Heather Dalton 
discuss the success 
of the Spring 
Carnival. 
Everybody say 
"awww." Don't worry 
Donna, we won't tell 
what year this was 
taken. 
Donna takes a few minutes 
to chat with other faculty 
before entering an athletic 
dinner. 
Donna makes her rounds at 
the Wellness Fair. She is 
checking out the information 
at the Unity Club display. 
22 Features 
Residence Hall pet policy: If you can flush it, you can keep 
it. However, this little guy grew in size and in the hearts of 
the occupants and the residence hall staff of BSB 0. 
Don't have a pet? Not to worry. There are plenty of 
squirrels that made our campus their home. Some of 
these lively creatures are even bigger than common 
household pets. 
Jenny Detrich enjoys the 
company of her feline 
friend. One of the 
advantages of living off 
campus is being able to 
have a larger pet. 
Skittles, the adopted pet 
of the brothers of Pi 
Kappa Alpha, enjoys a 
tasty treat from chapter 
president, Nat Bowe. 
Features 23 
Contruction continues on 
Hatfield Hall. The new theater 
and alumni office are expected 
to be open in the fall. 
Many students on campus 
reacted to the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacts by donating 
blood. 
At the Rose-Hulman 
Spring Open Fencing 
Tournament students 
form across Indiana 
participated in many 
etitions. 
_..,_.._ 
Rose-Hu Iman 
welcomed the 2002 
Winter Olympic Torch 
to campus on the 
morning of January 
8th, 2002. 
24 Features 
A record number of employers were on campus for the fall 
Career Fair. Many students are able to find co-ops, 
internships, and permanant employment through this activity. 
Students no longer have to wait in long lines to register for 
classes. Web Registration was implemented for the spring 
quarter. 
*Solar Phantom VI completes Chicago to L.A. Solar 
Car Challenge in eighth place. 
*President Hulbert marks his 25th year at Rose. 
*New Applied Biology Degree Program begins 
Aug. 30th. 
*Professor Descoteaux receives National Honor. 
*Rose-Hulman enrollment at All-Time High: 
Improved retention pushes total to 1,751. 
*Record blood drive collections. Donations to Red 
Cross support national relief efforts following Sept. 
11th. 
*Rose-Hulman Ranked #1 for third year in a row in 
U.S. News & World Report America's Best 
Colleges. 
*Freshman class includes record number of female 
students. 
*White Chapel, a beautiful addition to campus. 
*300 recruiters attend Rose-Hulman Career Fair. 
*Oakley Observatory ranks among Top 20 in 
asteroid observations. 
*Four Rose-Hulman alumni near ground zero at 
the Pentagon Sept. 11 . 
*$2.6 Million Lilly Endowment Grant expands 
Homework Hotline statewide. 
*Jim McKinney named 'Mr. Asphalt' by Asphalt 
Pavement Association. 
*Greek community organizes 'Music 4 Miracles' 
concert for World Trade Center Fund. 
*Rose-Hulman hosts olympic torch; Alumnus Troike 
serves as Torchbearer. 
*Guratzsch among nation's top 10 Civil 
Engineering Students. 
*SGA President,Casey Behringer, named 
Midwest's Outstanding Student Leader. 
*"Millionaire"-winning engineer makes 
presentation at National Engineers Week. 
*Applications to Rose-Hui man top previous year's 
total. 
*NCAA Division 111 Women's Basketball 
Championship brings national attention to Rose-
Hulman. 
*Chris Unton is Rose-Hulman's 52nd Academic 
All-American. 
*Rose-Hulman team wins state Civil Engineering 
Design Contest. 
*'Engineers in Concert' showcases talents of 
students, faculty and staff. 
*Hulbert addresses Clarkson University graduates, 
Receives Honorary Degree. 
*Seniors successful in job search despite tighter 
market. 
*Commencement Speaker Robert Compton 
encourages graduates to take chances. 
Features 25 
Site of the World Trade Fire and smoke billow 
Center disaster as 
cleanup and recovery 
continue in New York. 
from the north tower of the 
World Trade Center on the 
morning of Tuesday, Sept. 
11, 2001. 
The 2001-02 school year will be a year 
forever associated with the tragedy that took place 
on 9-11 when terrorist planes crashed into the 
World Trade Towers and the Pentagon. Excavation 
of the World Trade Towers was completed in early 
June. 
The 'War on Terrorism' followed September 
11th. The U.S. Armed Forces did numerous rounds 
of heavy bombing on Afghanistan followed by 
ground attacks. Other results of September 11th 
included increased security at airports, 
congressional decisions to allow the government to 
monitor calls and other reductions in privacy. 
Anthrax was found in the offices of numerous 
congress and government personnel in addition to 
being in the mail system. 
There was great unrest in the middle east as 
a result of increased incidences of suicide bombers. 
Other major events included the Winter 
Olympics in Salt Lake City, Utah, where the US 
earned a record number of medals. Sarah Hughes 
won the women's figure skating gold. 
Michael Jordan made the news when he 
signed an NBA contract with the Washington 
Wizards. Barry Bonds tied McGwire's home run 
record. Lance Armstrong won the Tour de France. 
The New England Patriots won the Super Bowl 
XXXVI. 
26 Features 
Eight U.S. athletes and NYC police and firefighters carry the 
tattered American Flag taken from the WTC into the stadiu 
for the opening ceremonies of the 2002 Winter Olympics. 
LOOKING BACK 
Sale, Pelletier, Berezhnaya, 
and Sikharulidze pose with 
their gold medals at a special 
ceremony for figure skating 
pairs competition. 
Security in airports was 
tightened and shoes of 
passengers were being X-
rayed after a passenger tired 
to ingnite explosives in his 
shoe. 
Clothing that contained an unkown white 
powder were examined for anthrax. 
President Bush examines the devastation at 
the Pentagon. Bush thanked rescue workers 
for their efforts. 
Features 27 
COMMENCEMENT2002 
Students, friends, and 
family congregate outside 
the SRC awaiting the 
graduates to march down 
the hill. 
Board of Trustees member 
Robert Compton delivers 
the commencement 
address. 
A civil engineering 
student 
personalized his 
cap by adding a 
construction hat. 
Receiving a hug of 
congratulations in 
honor of years of hard 
work. 
28 Features 
A post-commencement 
diploma check. 
The graduates follow the bag 
pipes down the hill on their 
way to the two-and-a-half 
hour graduation ceramony. 
\ 
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology 
graduates Saturday May 25th were told by 
commencement speaker Robert Compton to take 
chances because fortune favors the bold. 
Compton told the 2002 Rose-Hulman 
graduating class, "I believe you should be willing 
and even eager to take calculated , intelligent risks 
in your career for two reasons. First, success is 
rarely achieved by being cautious or timid, it 
requires boldness and daring. And second, with the 
science and engineering education you've 
received , the downside is not as great as you think." 
Compton is a venture investor and 
entrepreneur who is chairman of five private 
companies. He delivered the commencement 
address to 356 students who received either 
bachelor's or master's degrees during the 124th 
commencement program at Rose-Hulman. He was 
also one of six persons to receive an honorary 
degree. 
Graduating senior Elizabeth Huttsell of 
Indianapolis received three of the seven special 
awards presented to faculty, staff and students. 
Huttsell was one of five students presented with the 
Heminway Medal which is given to the graduating 
senior who has earned the highest grade point 
average during their four years at Rose-Hulman. It 
was the first time in school history that five students 
graduated with perfect 4.0 grade point averages. 
Other Heminway Award winners were Kenneth 
Barnes, Terre Haute; Justin Self, Manchester, Mo; 
Andrew Lehman, Amherst Junction, Wis; and Chris 
Unton, Munroe Falls, Ohio. 
Others receiving honorary doctor of 
engineering degrees in addition to Compton were 
Guille Cox, Jr. , senior partner in the Terre Haute law 
firm of Cox, Zwerner, Gambill & Sullivan; Scott 
Jones, chairman and CEO, Escient Technologies, 
Indianapolis; and Ralph Stahl, president of Stahl 
Engineering, Indianapolis. Honorary doctor of 
humane letters degrees were awarded to Susan 
Porter Rose, former deputy assistant to president 
George H.W. Bush and chief of staff to Barbara 
Bush, Mclean, Va.; and Katherine Utley, English 
, and Latin teacher at Terre Haute North Vigo High 
School. 
Features 29 


Quarterback Jared 
Tharpe pulls back the 
football searching for 
an open receiver 
downfield. 
Struggling for just a 
few more feet amidst 
a crowd of defenders, 
wide receiver Josh 
Reed pushes past the 
yardline. 
Aaron Wunderlich attempts the extra point 
after an Engineer touchdown as Jeremy 
Kashman holds the ball. 
Making a giant leap for the ball, defensive 
back Nick Dames catches an interception, 
stoping the opponent from scoring. 
32 Sports 
After catching another successful pass from the quarter-back, wide 
receiver Raymond Chin wards off opposing players to gain more 
yards. 
Football 
Ending the season in 
7th place in the SCAC 
conference, the football 
team came out with a 
record of 2-8 overall and 
0-6 in the conference. 
It may have been a 
disappointing season, but 
it was not without its 
accomplishments. The 
football team placed five 
players on the All-
Southern Collegiate 
Athletic Con-ference 
team, including Daniel 
Schwartz, Jake Yoder, 
Jared Tharpe, Jim Munafo, 
and Jacob Berty. Of these 
honorees, Schwartz was 
recognized with a 
selection to the 1st team 
SCAC All Conference 
team. David Berty and 
B.J. Dames were awarded 
Honorable Mention. 
During the 2001 
season the team set 
single season records for 
pass completions, with 
215, for a total of 2,621 
yards. The team also won 
the first Battle of the 
Borders game over 
Earlham early in the 
season. 
Among other awards 
given within the team 
during the season, 
quaterback Jared Tharpe 
was awarded the 
Offensive Most Valuable 
Player; linebacker Jim 
Munafo, Defensive Most 
Valuable Player; running 
back B.J. Dames, Special 
Teams Most Valuable 
Player and Coach's 
Award; wide receiver Joe 
Kachmar, Hit Man of the 
Year; running back Sean 
Brewer, Offensive Scout 
Team Award; linebacker 
Neil Harrison, Defensive 
Scout Team Award. 
1cheerleadin'!ll 
This year for the 
cheerleading squad was 
a year for growth and 
brighter goals. Left on 
their own without an 
official coach, some of the 
members had the chance 
to step up and take 
charge in new leadership 
roles. 
The football season 
started off at the 
Homecoming game early 
in the season. The first 
chance out for the year 
gave the girls a chance to 
show their spirit and help 
the crowd to forget about 
the events that plagued 
America at the time. They 
knew that their bright 
attitudes and sparkling 
smiles would add some 
pep to the crowds they 
cheered for. 
As the team moved 
into the basketball season, 
new members added 
more depth to the squad 
and the chance for a better 
performance. The season 
flew by as they supported 
some outstanding Rose 
teams. They entertained 
the crowds with new 
cheers and builds made 
possible by some of the 
newer members. 
By the end of the year 
the squad got a new look 
with amazing new 
uniforms. This was the 
squad's first step toward a -
goal to become a 
recognized collegiate 
cheering squad. 
-~ 
--
Showing her Rose 
spirit during a 
basketball game , 
sophomore Amee 
Wicks raises her 
porn porn in support 
of the team. 
Waiting between 
cheers to catch a 
glimpse of the game, 
Fall cheerleaders 
__. ~ Colleen Boyer and 
Kelly Sullivan watch 
the Homecoming 
football game. 
Timing is everything 
to make a cheer look 
good. These cheer-
leaders, Kristy Bailey 
and Sarah Stalnaker, 
have their timing 
down perfectly on this 
chear. 
Rose - Hulma n 
Cheerleading Squad. 
Back : Sarah Day, 
Kristy Bailey, Brandi 
Williams , Amee 
Wicks. Front: Geni 
Apke, Kara Gus-
tafson, Tracey Neal, 
During a cheer at a Rose-Hulman basketball Sarah Stalnaker. 
game, cheerleaders Geni Apke, Kara 
Gustafson, and Tracey Neal lift Sarah Stalnaker 
up into a build. 
Sports 33 
After kicking the ball 
to a teammate to 
score another goal, 
Andy Bolyard is held Soccer back by an opponent 
grabbing on to his 
shirt. 
Racing to keep the 
ball in his control,'Ibm 
Drochner battles 
away an opponent as 
he travels down the 
field. 
Making a superb 
jump, goalie Ryan 
Posey stretches to 
catch the ball to 
prevent it from 
entering the goal. 
34 Sports 
The Rose-Hulman the start of the season to 
men's soccer team finished 
4-14 in 2001, 2-7 in the 
Southern Collegiate 
Athletic Conference. Both 
the coaches and players 
found it a challenging but 
rewarding year. 
There were a number 
of obstacles to overcome 
this year. Eight starters 
were lost to graduation 
from the 2000 season, so 
there were a number of 
new faces gracing the field 
this year. Two additional 
starters, keeper Al Ruth 
and captain John Fell, 
missed the first half of the 
season due to leg injuries. 
Despite all of this the 
players gave it a great 
effort this season. There 
the last game at DePauw 
in November. The team 
went 4-5 over the last half 
of the season. 
Though he missed 
much action, John Fell led 
the team in scoring with six 
goals and one assist. 
Freshman Will Mansard 
and junior Jason Bowe 
contributed four goals 
apiece. And freshman 
Tom Drochner was named 
third team all-SCAC. 
Two starters, Fell and 
John Rykowski, in addition 
to Nick Berlin and Robie 
Meyers, will graduate in 
2002. While they will be 
missed, the team looks 
forward to a stronger 
season in the upcomming 
was no quit in the team from year. 
Grant Hoffman kicks the ball 
to another teammate as an 
opponent tries to steal the 
ball. 
As an opponent slides in to kick 
the ball, Jason Bowe tries to ward 
him off and keep him from 
advancing the ball downfield. 
Guarding the ball and holding 
off a defender, Anna Burgner 
advances the ball down the field 
while playing Millsaps College. 
Struggling to keep the ball away 
from the opposing goalie, kicks the 
ball to a teammate while lying on 
the ground. 
Women's 
Going for greatness 
in only their third year as 
a team, the Women's 
Soccer team began the 
2001 season with their 
strongest recruiting class 
and a solid group of 
returning players. Mixing 
this blend of youth and 
experience was good for 
the team, allowing them to 
achieve many goals and 
set many records. 
During this season the 
team set records for the 
number of wins, shutouts, 
goals scored, and goals 
allowed. Many of these 
records were still standing 
until the women's final 
home match where the 
seniors banded together 
to score the game-
winning goal in double 
overtime. 
A number of players 
also earned awards this 
year. Two players 
received All-Conference 
nominations, with Jessica 
Farmer earning second 
team and Anna Burgner 
third team. Within the 
team, Jessica Farmer was 
named the team's Most 
Valuable Player and was 
the team's leading scorer. 
Jennifer Clevenger 
earned the Intensity 
Award, Jessica Gross and 
Amy Stutler both won the 
Most Improved award, 
and Amy Sibilia won the 
Rookie of the Year award. 
The team finished the 
season with a record of 8-
10 and is looking forward 
to a successful 4th season. 
Trying to get more 
power behind her 
kick, Molly McKeown 
rears back and 
reaches for that extra 
umph! 
Jessica Farmer, one of 
the team 's star 
players , advances 
the ball down the 
field. 
After a penalty by the 
opposing team, 
Christine Gouthro is 
awarded a chance 
for a comer kick to 
her teammates. 
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Above,oneoftheWomen'sCross Stretching before a meet, the 
Country team's elite runners, Emily Men's Cross Country team takes 
Deiter, enjoys a good run around some time to relax in the sun. 
campus. 
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Below, Women 's 
Cross Country team 
captain and the only 
senior, Becky Myers, 
takes a jog across 
campus. 
Left, Richard Hale, 
the junior leading 
runner, pushes 
himself to finish the 
race strong. 
Warming up before a 
meet, the Women's 
Cross Country team 
takes a jog around 
campus. 
Cross 
For the 2001 season, 
both the Men's and 
Women's Cross Country 
teams finished 7th in the 
SCAC Championship. 
Both teams also competed 
at the NCAA III Cross 
Country Regional in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
Award winners for 
the 2001 season for the 
Men include Richard Hale, 
Most Valuable Runner, 
High Point Scorer, and 
Captain Award, and Matt 
Roberson, Most Promising 
Underclassmen. For the 
Women, the awards went 
to Larissa Oaks, Most 
Outstanding Runner and 
Co-Outstanding 
Freshman Runner; Serena 
Oaks, Co-Outstanding 
Country 
Freshman Runner; Beth 
Emborsky, Mental 
Attitude Award and 
Outstanding Sophomore 
Runner; Ellen Taylor, Co-
Most Improved Runner; 
Becca Franki, Co-Most 
Improved Runner; and 
Rebecca Myers, Captain 
Award. 
Highlights from the 
season included a trip to 
compete at Walt Disney 
World and a 31st place 
finish at the NCAA III 
Regionals for the men, 
and several top finishes in 
meets for the girls. 
The teams look 
forward to another 
promising year next year 
with the return of most of 
their outstanding runners. 
Volleyball 
The 2001 season for 
the Rose-Hulman Varsity 
Volleyball team was a 
season of improvement 
and growth. The team 
improved their overall 
record from last year by 
being just under 0.500 with 
a record of 17-19. The 
Fighting Engineers finished 
the season in 4th place in 
SCAC conference play that 
included victories over 
Southwestern and Mill-
saps. 
Each member of the 
team can be credited for 
these huge feats, but some 
of the more outstanding 
players included senior 
Jennifer Krause, who was 
voted 2nd team SCAC All 
Conference, and freshman 
Lindsey Kerbel, who was 
selected 3rd team SCAC 
All Conference. 
Among the awards 
given within the team by 
Coach Brenda Davis were 
the Freshman-of-the-Year 
Award to Lindsey Kerbel, 
setter; the Most Improved 
Player Award to Ashley 
Peckinpaugh, outside 
hitter; the Coach's 
Achievement Award to 
Gina Kulas, setter and 
defense specialist; and the 
Team's Most Valuable 
Player Award to Jennifer 
Krause, middle hitter. The 
coach of the Fighting 
engineers, Brenda Davis, 
was also honored by being 
selected as the SCAC 
Coach of the Year. 
Starting the game off right with a little team 
bonding and a pep talk, the Lady Engineers 
stoop on the floor before the start of a match. 
Receivers Jamie 
Tepool and Amanda 
Salinas wait at the 
back of the court for 
a serve from their 
opponents. 
Reaching to stop a 
spike from the 
opposing team , 
blockers Ashley 
Peckinpaugh and 
Jennifer Krause jump 
high to block the ball. 
Setting Sara 
Christenson up for 
another explosive 
spike, setter Lindsey 
Kerbel lifts the ball 
high into the air. 
Switching up the 
action on the court, 
Jennifer Krause and 
Gina Kulas replace 
Lindsey Kerbel and 
Sara Christenson to 
continue with the 
match. 
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Dribbling easily 
aronndhis opponent, 
freshman Jason 
Ludwig watches the 
court for an 
opportunity to drive 
to the basket. 
Poised to jump out of 
the box and fight for a 
possible rebound, 
senior Chris King 
watches the shooter 
eagerly. 
Breaking away from 
his opponent and 
freeing himself up for 
a pass, senior Ryan 
Harris dashes across 
the court. 
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Men's Basketball 
The men's basketball players have taken the 
team finished another initiative to step up into 
season with a winning leadership positions 
record of 14-11 overall. though. Junior Jon Query 
This marked their seventh stepped into the point 
straight winning season guard position that was 
and placed them in a tie for vacated by a graduating 
third place in the Southern senior. Query excelled in 
Collegiate Athletic Conf- the position as the starting 
erence. point guard in every 
The team will lose game averaging a team 
seven seniors after this high of 12 points a game. 
year, but has potential in Honors awarded to 
some of its younger the team included Chris 
players. One of these Unton, senior, Verizon 
seniors is Academic All- Academic All-American 
American Chris Unton. 
Un ton is the 51 st Rose-
Hulman athlete to be 
awarded such an honor. 
During the season he led 
the team in field-goal 
percentage, blocked shots, 
and rebounds. Younger 
After breaking fast around his 
opponent, Jon Query rushes 
in to shoot a layup. 
and second-team all-
SCAC honors; Jon Query, 
junior, honorable mention 
all-league recognition; 
Dedric Day, junior, 
Coaches Award; and 
Mark Tingley, senior, 
Teammate Award. 
In one of the 18 games he played 
this season, freshman Philip 
Griffith shoots a free throw. 
After the ball was passed in bounds to an 
opponent, junior Cari Hasselbring covers the 
ball, keeping the opponent from passing it to 
another teammate. 
Women's 
The 2001-2002 season 
for the women's basketball 
team was a record-setting 
season. The team won a 
school record seven games 
this season including a 3-
game winning streak, the 
longest in school history for 
the Women's Basketball 
team. 
Individual records set 
this season include 
Christina Forsyth, setting 
single-season school 
records for points and 
rebounds, and Molly 
McKeown, tying the single-
season school record for 
assists. Forsyth became 
only the second player in 
school history to score 
1,000 points and McKeown 
graduates with the career 
school record for assists. 
Team honors include 
Christina Forsyth, senior, 
second-team all-SCAC, 
team Most Valuable Pla-
yer; Jessica Farmer, soph-
omore, all-SCAC ho-
norable mention; Tabatha 
Doughty, sophomore, 
Coach's Award; Amanda 
Sheehe, freshman, and 
Carrie Wiley, freshman, 
team co-Most Improved 
Players; Molly McKeown, 
senior, and Kiley Wallace, 
sophomore, team co-
Def ensive Players of the 
Year. 
The team finished 
with a record of 7-18 
overall and placed 7th in 
the Southern Collegiate 
Athletic Conference with a 
conference record of 6-
12. 
SeniorChristieShadrachclutches Always working for the extra 
the ball protectively in front of her points on a play, freshman Carrie 
as she looks for someone to pass Wiley lines up to shoot a free throw. 
to. 
Christina Forsyth 
reaches to save a ball 
as it flies towards the 
baseline and out of 
bounds. 
Struggling to get 
closer to the ball, 
freshman Amanda 
Sheehe battles an 
opponent for the 
basketball. 
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At the end of a match, 
senior Andy Miesse is 
awarded with the win 
by the referee at 
Wabash College. 
Squaring off before 
an opponent, soph-
omore Jesse Somann 
waits for his oppo-
nent to make the first 
move. 
Attempting to throw 
his opponent off 
balance, Matt Sung 
reaches for the 
opponent's leg to 
drag him to the 
ground 
With arms wrapped around the back of his 
opponent's head, Brian Brecheisen holds his 
opponent to the floor. 
Concentrating on keeping his opponent under 
control, senior Andy Miesse rolls his opponent 
over to pin his shoulder to the floor. 
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The Wrestling team 
topped off another 
successful season by 
hosting the NCAA Division 
III Midwest Regional here 
at Rose-Hulman. The team 
placed 8th in the tour-
nament placing three 
wrestlers, Andy Miesse, 
senior; Aaron Rausch, 
senior; and Jesse Somann, 
sophomore; among the 
finalists in their respective 
weight classes. 
Highlights of the 
season include a 4th place 
finish at Wabash with 
Rausch placing 1st in his 
class, 6th place at the 
Monon Bell Classic, 4th 
place at the Manchester 
Invitational, and 5th 
place in the 11-team 
December Wrestling 
Duals. Other individual 
finishes include Rauch 1st 
and Miesse 3rd in their 
respective classes at the 
38th Annual Nor th 
Central College Invit-
ational, and Miesse 5th 
and Ian Price 8th place in 
their respective classes 
at Wrestling Little State. 
Other awards given 
for the season include 
Most Valuable Wrestler, 
Aaron Rausch, senior; 
and Coach's Award, 
Cody Wagner, senior. 
Front: Laura Krause , Bryan Shaw, Mike Raffay, Jennifer 
lmle. Back: Jarrod Sands, Hans Nelson, Jason LaBella, Ruth Jacobson. 
Not pictured: Erin Bender, Cole Ulen. 
Rifle 
I 
The Rifle team had 
another banner year as it 
finished 18th in the nation 
for the second year in a row 
after shooting 6010 out of 
6400 in their Qualifying 
1 match. Jason LaBella led the 
team throughout most of 
the season and topped 
many school records. He 
qualified 18th in the nation 
in air rifle, just short of 
getting an invitation to the 
NCAA Championships. 
Mike Raffay and Ruth 
Jacobson were also key 
players in the team's solid 
performance. Freshmen 
Laura Krause, Jennifer 
Lowe, and Bryan Shaw all 
earned varsity letters, 
1 indicating a bright future 
for the Rose-Hulman rifle 
team. 
During the course of 
the season, several records 
were broken, most of 
them multiple times: 
Team Scores: Full 
Course - 4542 Jacobson, 
LaBella, Lowe, Raffay; Half 
Course - 224 7 Jacobson, 
LaBella, Nelson, Raffay; 
Full Aggregate - 6032 
Jacobson, LaBella, Nelson, 
Raffay;andAirRifle-1519 
Jacobson, Krause, LaBella, 
Raffay 
Individual Scores:Full 
Prone - 399 Jason LaBella; 
Full Standing - 382 Jason 
LaBella (tied with Mike 
Raffay); Full Kneeling -
391 Ruth Jacobson; Half 
Standing - 188 Jason 
LaBella; Air Rifle - 390 
Jason LaBella; Full 
Aggregate - 1534 Jason 
LaBella; and Half Agg-
regate - 960 Jason LaBella. 
A team record setter for shooting while kneeling, 
Ruth Jacobson was a major team contributor in 
several team and individual events. 
Jason Labella, one of the team's more talented 
and experienced shooters, fires an air rifle. 
Jason broke many records through the year. 
One of the team's 
promising new 
freshmen , Jennifer 
Lowe fires an air rifle 
while standing. 
During a competition 
at Morehead State, 
Hans Nelson, Ruth 
Jacobson , Jason 
LaBella line up to 
shoot air rifles. 
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Jamie Myers raises 
her head out of the 
water to take a breath 
while swimming 
freestyle during a 
competition. 
Lined up on the 
starting blocks to 
begin another race, 
Brian Kopecky awaits 
the signal to dive in. 
Swimming one of the 
more complicated 
strokes in swimming, 
the butterfly, Todd 
Wallace raises his 
arms and head out of 
the water to plunge 
them back in and 
race down the pool. 
One of the few divers 
on the swimming 
team, Emily Timper-
man rolls out of her 
tuck and spins around 
to complete her dive. 
Getting a jump on one of her opponents.Jes 
Frank dives into the pool at the start of a race. 
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Swimming 
Rose-Hulm an 
swimmers added another 
page to their history book 
when, for the first time, the 
team sent two swimmers to 
compete at the NCAA 
championships. Senior 
Matt Smith won two All-
American honors in the 
100-yard and 200-yard 
breastroke, winning 6th 
and 7th place respectively 
at the championships 
along with swimming the 
50-yard freestyle, while 
David Breiding competed 
in the 100-yard 
backstroke, 200-yard 
backstroke, and 200-
individual medley. 
Smith was also named 
SCAC Tri-Men's Swimmer 
of the Year, and head 
coach Melissa Thompson 
was awarded the league 
Coach of the Year award. 
Team honors for the men 
include Most Valuable 
Swimmer, Matt Smith, 
senior; Mental Attitude, 
Shane Frederick, fresh-
man; Coach's Award, Pete 
Myers, senior; and for the 
women include Most 
Valuable Swimmer,Asako 
Fujioka, senior; Mental 
Attitude, Jamie Myers, 
freshman, and Alison 
Hasbargen, freshman; 
and Coach's Award, Becca 
Franki, sophomore. 
Both teams did an 
exceptional job in 
competition this year with 
the men's swimming team 
placing 4th in the SCAC 
this season while the 
women placed 6th. 
Dance Team Members 
-Front: Alex Bowers, Liz 
Shook; Middle:Valerie 
Strohm,Rad.hika Dave, 
Jessica Vaught; Back: 
Amber Hoke, Danielle 
Cooper, Beth Strolun 
Part of the half-time 
show at the home-
coming game, Beth 
Strohm and other 
members of the 
dance team show 
their stuff. 
Performing a new 
dance routine 
during the 
homecoming pep 
rally, Claire 
Asumnd steps up 
into a spirit role. 
Dance 
The Rose-Hulman 
Dance Team was started 
two years ago by fem ale 
students who shared an 
interest in dancing. The 
Dance Team provides its 
members an opportunity to 
support the athletic teams 
of Rose-Hulman as well as 
offering them a chance to 
choreograph, teach, and 
learn dances. The Dance 
Team has performed at the 
Homecoming Pep Rally and 
football game, several 
basketball games, and the 
Chi-Omega Dance-A-Thon. 
A dance clinic was also held 
for children of the Rose-
Hulman community and 
Lost Creek Elementary 
School to learn a dance and 
perform with the dance 
team at a Rose-Hulman 
Basketball game. Future 
Team 
goals include performing 
at several football and 
basketball games, hold-
ing dance clinics, atten-
ding camps, and parti-
cipating in competitions. 
The variety of talent 
possessed by the dance 
team members is refl-
ected by the dances 
performed. Some of the 
dances include "Start the 
Commotion", "Let Me 
Blow Ya Mind", "Bring In 
The Noise", "Sing! Sing! 
Sing!", and "80 's Mix". 
The performance for 
"Sing! Sing! Sing!" 
included eight men from 
the Rose-Hulman comm-
unity who share a love for 
swing dancing. The 
dance team members 
welcome any opportunity 
to get their groove on! 
Showing off their acrobatic skills, 
the dance team members 
performed their swing dance 
routine at basketball games in the 
winter. 
Striking a pose at the end of their 
routine, Beth Strolun and Jessica 
Vaught show their support and 
spirit for the Rose-Hulman football 
team at the homecoming pep rally. 
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Running to stop a 
hard hit ground ball to 
right field , Drew 
DeMarco lines up to 
catch the ball. 
Throwing arunner out 
at first, Cort Severns 
makes a quick throw 
to the base. 
Being smart not to 
swing at any bad 
pitches, Shawn Smith 
watches a pitch go by 
into the catcher 's 
glove. 
Pitcher Mike Tranter 
stretches and follows 
through on this pitch to 
a batter. 
Ryan Keefer catches another strike from the 
pitcher as the unprepared batter watches the 
ball go past. 
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Baseball 
The Rose-Hulman 
baseball team started the 
season off right this year 
and ended with another 
teriffic season. The team 
came home from their 
quarter break trip in 
Florida with an 8-1 record 
and finished the season 
with an overall record of 
26-16 and a third place 
finish in the SCAC. 
The team also placed 
four players on the all-
SCAC team, and two on 
the honorable mention 
team. Senior pitcher John 
Bowen, senior catcher 
Matt King, sophomore 
Matt Moore, and 
sophomore Cort Severns 
received first-team 
honors, and senior pitcher 
Robert Chandler and 
senior third baseman 
Tevin Wiete received 
honorable mention. 
Bowen led the pitching 
staff with nine victories 
and 10 complete games as 
a senior. King batted 
0.333 with 12 doubles, two 
triples and two home runs 
while starting 31 games 
behind the plate in his 
senior season. Moore led 
the Engineers in slugging 
percentage (0. 612), on-
base average (0.491) and 
home runs (4) while 
batting 0.365. 
Sophomore baseball 
designated hitter Cort 
Severns also earned first-
team academic all-district 
recognition in the Verizon 
Academic All-American 
contest. 
One of the better hitters on the team, Nikki Rosenow watches as another 
hard hit ball goes sailing off into left field. 
Softball 
Though the season 
ended with a 
disappointing overall 
record of 10-27, the year 
was still one of growth and 
improvement. With a team 
made up of mostly 
freshmen and sophomores, 
this young team is still 
working to become great. 
Freshman pitcher 
Lauren Clark lead the 
team this year with a 
record of 9-11 earning 9 of 
the team's 10 wins. Lauren 
also recorded the most 
strike outs in a single game 
with 11 against the 
University of the South -
Sewanee. 
Lauren was also 
awarded first-team all-
SCAC honors as was 
sophomore Lynsey Hart. 
Junior catcher Erin Phelps 
was selected to the 
second-team academic all-
district team in the Verizon 
Academic All-American 
contest. 
Lynsey Hart was the 
team's primary lead-off 
hitter and started in all of 
the team's 37 games this 
season. Lynsey now holds 
the school record for 
being hit by a pitch with 
15. 
This year's team 
award winners are Most 
Valuable Player, Lauren 
Clark; Most Improved 
Player, Laura Nash; and 
Coach's Award, Sarah 
Bireley. 
Overall, the team has 
learned a lot this year 
about the importance of 
working together for a 
goal. The team looks 
forward to building a 
stronger team next year 
having more experienced 
players on the team. 
Speedy Jermifer Clevenger races across center field 
to catch a fly ball. 
The star pitcher this year freshman Lauren 
Clark pitches the ball to a batter. 
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Linsey Hart, left fielder 
and one of this year's 
co-captains, throws a 
ball in to cut off the 
runner. 
Stooping to a better 
level to catch the ball, 
first baseman Amy 
Stutler makes another 
out for the team. 
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Teeing off on a short 
hole, senior Chuck 
Maupin hits one from 
the box with an iron. 
Putting onto the green 
from the fringe, junior 
Bryan Schwering 
sees where he wants 
the ball to go. 
Freshman Matt McCormick takes a swing Contemplating how best to hit his next shot, sophomore Stan Zaremba 
across the course out from underneath the lines up to the hole. 
trees. 
Taking a long shot from the fairway, senior 
Jeremy Roehm watches as his ball flies high in 
the air. 
Golf 
I 
In their inaugural 
season at Rose-Hulman, 
the golf team finished in 
10th place in the SCAC. 
Other finishes for the 
season include 4th place 
at the Hanover College 
Invitational, 8th place at 
the Anderson University 
Invitational, a 21st place 
finish at Illinois Wesleyan, 
and a 16th place finish at 
Millikin. 
At Hanover College, 
the team was led by 
senior Jeremy Roehm with 
a two-day total score of 
148 to tie for second 
place overall. Junior 
Bryan Schwering was 
second among the 
engineers with a two-day 
total of 156. 
Schwering led the 
Engineers at Anderson 
University scoring 153 for 
two days and placing fifth. 
He was followed closely 
by Roehm with at total of 
154. 
At Illinois Wesleyan 
Roehm placed eighth 
with a score of 148 for two 
days, followed by 
Schwering with a score of 
165. 
Leading into the 
SCAC Championships in 
Madison, Miss., 
Schwering led the team 
with a score of 161 for two 
days at the Millikin 
Invitational. 
At the SCAC 
Championship, Roehm 
and Schwering again led 
the team scoring two- day 
totals of 162 and 169 
respectively. 
At the Spring Sports 
Awards Banquet, Jeremy 
Roehem was named the 
team's Most Valuable 
Player. 
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Track 
The men's track team 
placed 6th in the SCAC 
tournament this year while 
the women placed 9th. 
Sophomore Dylan 
Tarr brought home a first-
place finish in the men's 
discus throw with a 
distance of 151' 3". Other 
leaders for the Engineers 
were juniors Andrew 
Schipper and Jason Bowe. 
Schipper earned a 
second-place finish in the 
men's pole vault (13' 7 1/ 
4"), while Bowe secured 
fifth-place finishes in the 
men's long jump (21' 4") 
and the men's triple jump 
(43' 9 3/4"). 
Other leaders in finals 
performances for Rose-
Hulman included a fifth-
place finish by 
sophomore Brian Knaup 
in the men's 110 meter 
hurdles (16.89), a 
seventh-place finish by 
freshman Emily Dieter in 
the women's shot put (29' 
7 1/4") and a fourth-
place finish for the men's 
4 X 100 meter relay team 
with a time of 44.55. 
Award winners this 
year included for the 
men Most Valuable Field 
Events, Jason Bowe and 
Dylan Tarr; Most Out-
standing Sprinter, Eric 
Arnett; and for the 
women Most Valuable 
Field Events, Emily 
Dieter; Most Outstanding 
Runner, Anna Burgner, 
and Erica Snyder. 
Jwnping in the air Anna Burgner stretches over 
a hurdle and on with the race. 
One of Rose's long 
distance runners, 
Beth Emborsky 
rounds a comer of the 
track. 
Swinging around a 
weight, Dylan Tarr 
prepares to launch the 
hammer as far as he 
can out onto the 
court. 
Trying to stay in the 
air as long as possible 
to get more distance, 
Jason Bowe lifts his 
legs into the air while 
competing in the long 
jump. 
Trying to clear the 
next height in the 
high jump, Andy 
Crisman just misses 
the mark as he falls 
over the bar and onto 
the mats. 
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Men 's 
Tennis 
Team. Front 
Row: Andy 
Feyen, Jake 
Isenburg, 
Drew Wright. 
Back Row: 
Cam Bagley, 
Dan Conley, 
Mike Ballich, 
Matt Jensen. 
Reaching back to 
make a powerful 
stoke, Dan Conley 
prepares to return 
the ball to his 
opponent. 
Clowning around 
during a practice , 
Jake Isenberg smiles 
as he finishes his 
followthrough. 
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The Men's Tennis 
team recorded their 
5th straight winning 
season this year with 
a record of 10-8. The 
team ended its 
season with a win 
over Oglethorpe 
University at the 
Southern Collegiate 
Athletic Conference 
championships at 
Millsaps College 
earning a ninth-place 
finish in the con-
ference. 
The team won the 
match over Ogle-
thorpe 7-0 to com-
plete their winning 
season. The team 
Tennis 
won each singles 
match and earned 
the doubles point in 
their sweep of 
Oglethorpe. 
Award winners 
among the team 
included: Mental 
Attitude Award, Jake 
Isenberg, Andy 
Feyen, and Drew 
Wright; and Singles 
Award, Andy Feyen. 
The team looks 
forward to working 
hard next season to 
earn yet another 
winning season and 
hopefully improve on 
their conference 
finish. 
After retruning a serve, Drew MattJensenpreparestoslamthe 
Wright jumps back into position ball back across the net to his 
for the next hit. opponent. 
The tennis team relaxes after a 
hard-fought match against 
Hendrix. 
During their trip to the SCAC 
Championships, the women's 
tennis team takes some time out to 
cheer on the Rose baseball team. 
Women's • enn1s 
TheWomen's Tennis 
team had another great 
season this year. The team 
placed 8th in the SCAC 
after a victory over Centre 
College at the Champ-
ionship tournament. 
Going into the 
tournament this year, the 
team had a record winning 
streak for the Women's 
Tennis team. The team 
entered the tournament 
with a four game winning 
streak and a record of 5-4 
on the season. They 
finished the season with a 
record of 5-6: 
pair of Rachel Rieck and 
Jennifer Ho in doubles. 
The team set their 
record winning streak at 
the University of Chicago, 
winning 6-3. Three wins 
were scored by each of the 
doubles partners, Bailey-
Gonnerman, Rieck-Ho, 
and Salazar-Dave, and 
three singles points were 
earned by Bailey, 
Gonnerman, and Wiltgen. 
At the Spring sports 
awards banquet several 
awards were given out by 
the team. These awards 
included the Coach's 
Scoring victories Award to Krista Gonner-
against Centre College in man; Singles Award to 
the tournament were, Alison Bailey, and Beverly 
Alison Bailey, Krista Pleus; and the Sports-
Gonnerman, and Bridget manship Award to Heidi 
Witlgen in singles, and the Brackmann. 
Battling it out with 
Hendrix College at 
the SCAC tourn-
ament, Rose women 
play their hardest. 
Jennifer Ho and 
Rahdika Dave take a 
break to watch their 
teammates play their 
matches against 
Centre College. 
After winning a match 
during the SCAC 
tournament , Rachel 
Rieck walks to the net 
to shake her 
opponent's hand. 
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SAB. front Row: Chris Geiger <Mini Programs!, Jess Gardner, Marcus Lameier (\lice 
President), Jenny Matheny. second Row: Katie Weiss <President), Sandea Jenison <Encore), 
Leslie Conrad, Michelle Witt, Kelly Hamilton <Secretary). Third Row: Donna GustafSon 
<Advisor), Joel Smith <Tresurerl. John Stoner <ConcertS), Jason Lucas, Aaron Blosser 
<Promotions) .Michelle Einhorn, Heather Dalton. Not Pictured: Rory Sant <Promotions). 
For everyone that found Terre Haute to be 
lacking in entertainment, the Student 
Activities Board provided the Rose community 
with more than twenty events throughout the 
year. These free events included Spring 
Carnival, Winter Formal, two Las Vegas Nites, 
Battle of the Bands, Dance Lessons, Twister, 
and numerous comedians and bands. The 
SAB is open to all Rose students and is always 
looking for new ideas. 
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Habitat For 
Humanity 
Habitat front Row: ,.:\mi Stevens, A lison Hasbargen, 'Rita StracK, Veronica RPmieri. 
second ROW: Will ,.:\CKer1y, DereK Hughes, Eric Beier, Rob Carruth, Jason Meyer. 
Overworked and stressed out Rose-Hulman students still manage to give 
back to their community. Rose Hulman has its very own chapter of Habitat 
for Humanity that works side by side with Terre Haute locals to build homes 
for families who just need a little help to become happy and successful. 
Team Rose 
Motors ports 
Team Rose Motorsports 
has had a good year. We 
have worked on our 85 
Mazda RX7 and turned it 
into our autocross car. The 
interior has been modified 
for our purposes, as well as 
suspension and the engine. 
Members have learned a lot 
and have worked hard to 
accomplish finishing the 
car. Our sights are already 
set on another project for 
the coming year. See you 
out on the track! 
Tearn Rose MotorsportS. front Row: Matthew Jensen, cooper Lacy, franK Levinson, Craig Artnes, 
Chris Jatnes. 13aCK Row: Dr. Zac Chatnbers, Rory Chatnbers, Chad Dunhatn, Chris NordYIZe, NiCK Privette, 
Chris Bratten, A,datn MYers. Not Pictured: Chris Waters. 
Thorn 
This year the Thorn 
staff's greatest 
accomplishment was 
returning the paper to 
a twelve-page issue 
after a year at only 8 
pages per issue. The 
Editor-in-Chief, Lindsey 
Vanschoiack, credits 
this to a great staff 
that worked hard but 
also had a lot of fun. 
The staff grew 
substantially this year 
and gained some really 
great talent. In part 
because of all of the 
new staff members the 
Thorn submitted a 
record number of 
entries to the Indiana 
Collegiate Press 
Association contest 
for articles in the 2001 
calendar year. 
The Thorn is looking 
forward to continued 
improvement under 
the new Coeditors, 
Rachel Lukens and 
Curt Geen. With this 
combination, the 
Thorn is sure to 
continue improving 
and providing quality 
Rose-Hulman news to 
the Rose-Hulman 
community. 
Thorn. front ROW: "Ri!Chel LUKens, Lindsey vanSChOiaCK, and Natalie 
Morand. 13aCK ROW: Chris Scribner, curt Geen, Don Harrington, Bob 
SChUlein, fred Pabon, LUKe StarK, 13riar co1we11, and Joshua Annin. Not 
Pictured: Nico1e HartKetneYer, Crystal Landreth , Peter Stnith, Jason Caron, 
and Steve Hoe11e. 
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ASCE 
The Cecil T. Lobo Student Chapter 
of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers is active throughout the 
campus and the community. During 
the year they've accomplished 
many things, including several 
service projects such as the 
Tribune-Star Christmas Basket 
Fund, Explore Engineering, and 
Building Big. Additionally, the group 
actively promotes civil pride on 
campus with colorful t-shirts, 
afternoon cookouts, and civil pride 
days. This year, four of the officers 
will be attending the annual 
Workshop for Student Chapter 
Leaders, where they are 
consistently recognized as one of 
the top chapters in the nation. 
A.SCE. front ROW: Dave Honan, Aaron l)UrKe. second Row: Dr. Torn 
Descoteaux, Wendy PacKard, Dave Pirnia, A,tnY HaYtnaKer. BacK Row: 
NiCK Harden, Walt flood, Cory Howell, Spring McEwen. 
Circle K 
Circle K International is an 
organization of college and university 
students with a commitment to 
community service worldwide. Circle 
K inspires people to better our world. 
Its motto, the same as Kiwanis 
lnternational's, is "We Build." Circle K 
provides constructive opportunities 
for students to become involved on 
the campus and in the community 
through service work to others in 
need. 
Circ1e K- front Row: KYie Heath, Jennifer Ho, l)ryce ClarK, Grant Reeves, Johnathan Trojan. 
l)aCK Row: Krista TorK, Travis Troyer, A,drianne Henderson, Jessica Gross, Dustin Shea, 
Robert GuratZSCh, Jasson Clifford, Ben MertZ, A,1ex Claffey. 
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The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology 
Student Alumni Association, SAA, was 
founded under the direction of the Rose-
Hulman Alumni Association for the purpose 
of fostering lasting relationships between 
present and future alumni. The organization 
keeps alumni in touch with campus life and 
works to make students aware of their roles 
as future alumni. 
Over the past year, SAA has not only 
attended many alumni events across the 
nation, but has helped facilitate many alumni 
events on campus, such as the Alumni Golf 
Outing, the Back to Class program, Rosie's 
Kids Zone, and various other alumni 
activities. Our most popular event this year 
was our annual Mud Volleyball tournament, 
with all of the proceeds going to a local 
charity. On top of that, SAA also developed a 
mentoring program in which students get to 
interact with alumni from their major. 
Student A,lutnni A,ssociation. front Row: Josh Hudson (freasurerJ, Sarah 
Harris, Robert Metnering, Cassie Mateo, Allison BurKeY, Michael Shaul cPresidentJ. 
second Row: Cara Dant, John Harmon, Heather CoatS, Heidi BracKtnann <Secretary), 
Sarah Sanborn, Jenni Matheny, Adrian Meadows. Third Row: Rusty Van Lue, 
Matthew Lecher cPUbliCitYJ, Ian Steenhagen, Josh JUSKO, Andrew Gordon, Eric 
so11er (V.p.). BacK Row: Titn Louver cPUbliCitY), A,datn Harnan, Robert GuratZSCh, 
Bunny Nash (A,dvisorJ. 
1\erial Robotics 
The task of the Aerial Robotics Club is to design, build, 
and maintain an aerial vehicle that is capable of 
interacting with its environment. The Aerial Robotics 
Club placed 4th in the past 2001 International Aerial 
Robotics Competition held at Webster Naval Airfield near 
Lexington Park, Maryland. 
Aerial Robotics. Jay Graven, J.P. Mellor, A.lex VanBrunt, KYie 
Heath, Chris Humbert, Bryant Eistneier, David Schue, Aaron Latnbert, 
Robert Sills, A.lex Madsen. Ad'! I Aobotics f11r/1d '" 
Areial Robotics was one of many clubs that 
participated in SWE's Girl Scout Day. 
Clubs 61 
Model 
Railroad 
The Rose-Hulman Model RR Club, in its 
continuing efforts to preserve the history of 
local railroading while allowing its members to 
have fun participating in one of the nation's 
favorite hobbies, had a great year in 2001-02. 
With the help of a local modeler, a historically 
accurate scale model of the old Terre Haute 
Union Station was constructed. The model was 
unveiled at a press conference held during a 
joint convention among the RHMRRC and two 
nationally acknowledged railroad historical 
societies. 
Future plans for the club include conversion of 
the existing travelling layout to a digital control 
system and the design and construction of a 
new, permanent layout for the club room, which 
will feature digital control and other innovative 
technologies. 
Railroad Modeling Club. 
Fencing 
fencing Club. front Row: Tom MarKle, Eleanor Wehner, Jess 
Gunn , Amanda south, Jason sega1. BaCK ROW: RYan EriKsen, 
DereK LuebKe, Ben frederiKsen, Tony Good. 
62 Clubs 
The Rose-Hulman Fencing Club 
experienced phenomenal growth 
during the 2001-2002 school year. 
With training provided for everyone, 
from beginners who have never held 
a foil (and may not even know what 
one is) to seasoned fencers, it 
provides a low-pressure environment 
for stress relief and physical activity, 
as well as a lot of fun. During the 
2001-2002 school year, members 
attended 7 tournaments and the 
club hosted its First Annual Rose 
Open, the first fencing tournament 
held at Rose in over 5 years. Overall, 
the club continues to serve as a 
unique outlet for the everyday 
stresses of Rose life. 
Break Dancing 
Discovery Club 
13reaK Dancing Discovery Club. fred "sideburns" Pabon, Dan Jorge" 
Walter, scott "the scott Powell" Powell, Stephen "Wizzard" Chamblee, 
"R)'anm "Scifi" Ericsen, JP Gonzalez, BobbY Schulein QcepiCK), John 
Whidden, Dave "Criss-cross" Drapac, Johnathan cJonnersl Miller, Dr. Zac 
CMad Professor) Chambers, TYles Gremore. 
The Rose-Hulman Break Dancing Discovery Club {BDDC) 
is a club that works to enhance its members' physical 
strength, stamina, and flexibility by incorporating 
various dance styles with gymnastics and acrobatics. 
BDDC was founded during the Spring quarter of 2001 
and is now recognized and funded by SGA. No 
experience of any kind is necessary, just a desire to 
learn and a love for dancing. 
AXE 
AX£. front Row: Shaelin O'Neil, Jess Gunn, Jen PhePIS, Laura Jean Carlson, Dianna Artigue. 
second ROW: Jennifer Lowe, Sara Howman, Monica Gaua1a. Jonathan Trojan, Erin Phelps, Michael 
Timrnons. 
Alpha Chi Sigma is the oldest 
professional chemistry fraternity 
in the nation containing 45 
collegiate chapters, 8 
professional chapters and 5 
professional groups. The Iota 
chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma was 
founded in 1909 and reactivated 
in 1984. Brothers of Iota chapter 
spend numerous hours 
performing various chemistry 
shows {know as Chemistry-on-
Wheels) as part of its community 
service, and also Merit Badge 
Days for Boy Scouts. However, 
Alpha Chi Sigma is not just all 
work. Iota chapter brothers have 
also spiced life up on campus 
through its Pie-A-Prof fundraisers 
designed to raise money for the 
Chemistry-on-Wheels program. 
The brothers enjoy the benefits 
of social gatherings and 
traditions that go along with 
being a fraternity as well. 
Clubs 63 ~ 
Martial Arts 
This was a great year for 
the Rose-Hulman Martial 
Arts Club. Every Monday 
and Thursday night, we 
met in the SRC to practice 
many different styles of 
Martial Arts, ranging from 
the artful, graceful 
movements of Tai Chi to 
the high kicks of Tae 
Kwon Do. Although we 
focused more on helping 
the beginners, teachers 
Michael Ewing, Nathan 
Acuff, and Sanga Coulibaly 
worked to accommodate 
all levels of experience. 
We have had a lot of fun 
training this year, and 
look forward to new 
members and new moves 
next year. 
Martial ,<\rtS Club. front Row: DereK LuebKe, Drew Beyer, Jennifer Lowe, Micah TaYIOr, Jeremy Jarvis. 
BacK Row: Steven Hughes, K- Sanga cou1ibalY, Michael Ewing, Tony Bye, Nathan ,<\Cuff, Dieter 
Schwarztnann. 
!f!OSE·HULMAN 
.°fl~~· 
Gun Club. front ROW: Steven Dodson, Valerie Sharp, Matthew cornoradZKi, Justin Dewe11, 
Ruth Jacobson. BacK Row: Don Brannan, Ben Brunner, Brandon Lawson. 
The Rose Gun Club is 
committed to educating 
its members in the 
responsible and safe 
handling of firearms. 
We accomplish this by 
having firearm safety 
seminars and by having 
multiple range days 
where we teach 
students, faculty, and 
staff how to shoot. The 
club's wide selection of 
firearms allows 
members to become 
proficient at no cost to 
them. Safety is the key, 
but we still have a good 
time. 
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Chess CIUb. Chris Scribner, Zach Miller, Allen Bast, Matt Katinas. GUY Srinivasan 
Chess 
As the name implies, we played chess. 
However, we went beyond the familiar 
notion of the game in our weekly 
meetings, playing several interesting 
variations that included Blind Chess, 
four player Bughouse, Knightmare 
Chess with game-altering cards, and 
even international versions such as the 
Japanese Shougi. Along with hosting 
the annual Rose Chess Tournament, we 
also traveled to other schools and 
challenged some of their best players. 
Gyms Visited in 2001-2002: 
ClimbTime (Indy), ClimbTime Towers (Indy), Vertical Escape 
(Evansville), Hoosier Heights (Bloomington, IN), Vertical Endeavors 
(Chicago), Upper Limits (St. Louis & Bloomington, IL), RockQuest 
(Cincinnati), Unlikely Wall (Bloomington, IN), Jackson Falls ( IL). 
Clitnbing Club. front Row: A,nge1a Mathieis asui. John KYleOWSKi, Kale 
Bopp, Dawn Shipley, Mit<:e Chanst<:i, Joe Bastin, Jacob fuerst. Bact<: Row: 
Jason Strobel, Bret Sadler, Pat Roby, Jessica Huggins, Brian page. 
Jason and Jessica give 
Brian a helpful boost! 
Clubs 65 
SGA 
The Student Government 
Association is the voice of 
the student body. It is 
composed of students 
elected from each 
residence hall and 
commuter students. The 
SGA senate gathers and 
voices concerns of 
students and relays those 
concerns to the faculty, 
administration, and the 
Board of Trustees. The 
group is also responsible 
for allocation of funds to 
current student 
organizations, and 
approval of funding for 
new ones. 
SGA front ROW: Pete Gustafson (Advisor), Natalie Morand, sarn Zurcher, Chad Aloj ipan, Matt 
Price, Ben Giant, Casey Behringer, Alison Burgess, RYan Brown, Will A,ct<er!Y. second Row: Arnanda 
Salinas, Danie11e cooper, Alex Woods, Sarah Walton, Auturnn Weddle, Katie Herber, Me1va Lucas, 
Andrea Nowling, Kate Daniel. Third Row: Steve Reed, RYan Maddux, Brian Knight, Brandon 
cushrnan, Jat<e MCKeegan, A.darn Parin , A.darn Myers, Jen Anderson, Mery1 Dillon, Conrad TUCKer, 
Drew courtice, John Stoner, Torn LautensChlager, Craig Cotner, LUKe Davis, JP Gonza1ez, Jason 
Caron, Scott Tourvi11e, Pete Srnith, Craig McRobertS, Eric Blant<enship, JirnrnY Mert<, Brandon 
Reese, Brad Pict<ering, Andrew Batta, Nict< Clart<. Bact< Row: Nathan Srnith, frant< Levinson, Paul 
Baldeshwiler, Vicent franco, scott Herber, Josh ford, Jason LaBella, Zachary Roth , Ron 
zuct<errnan, Brian Klirnaszewst<i, Jat<e Klug, Jessica farrner, Jennifer Ho, Dave Drapac. 
Blue Key 
l31ue KeY. f ront Row: Ashley f ields, Kate Danies1, Bryce Clart<, Not Identified, 
Not Identif ied. second Row: Erin Phelps, Not Identified, Not Identified, 
Blue Key is a 
general honor society that bases its eligibility on 
all-around leadership in student life, high 
scholastic achievement, service to others, 
citizenship, and an adherence to principles of 
faith. Blue Key is unique in that it recognizes 
upper-classmen at colleges and universities 
throughout the nation for an exemplary and 
balanced record of achievement inside and 
outside the classroom. The organization 
celebrates and honors the many 
accomplishments of it membership. The special 
qualities of Blue Key members as they model 
service to others include intellectual curiosity 
with a desire to acquire knowledge, modeling a 
significant pattern of leadership which 
contributes to the institution's student and 
campus life, service to the community and 
citizenship, expressing humility through moral 
character and integrity, and a strong sense of 
faith in word and deed. 
Heidi Bract<rnann, ArnY HaYrnat<er, Robert GuratZSCh, Walter flood. Third Row: 
Leo Morand, scott Hirnes, Cassie Mateo, Josh Clough, Allison Bai1ey, Alison 
Burgess, Not Identified. BaCK ROW: Jenny Diedrich, Michael DOCKins, 
Elizabeth HutSell. Not Pictured: Casey Behringer, Katie Weiss. 
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RHA 
RHA front Row: Josh Clough, Morgan Reeder, Casey Behringer, Allison 
Burgess, Marieda Merge1e, CrYStal Landreth, Natalie Morand, Elizabeth 
HUtSell, Craig Cotner, Nathan Cheney. second ROW: PatriCK Lunsford, 
Jennifer porter, John Arnt, "R.Yan Brown, EriK Hayes, Krista ToroK, Wes 
Kalata, Adreanne Henderson, Stephen Pierce, Travis Eisenhour, "R.Yan 
Erii<son, KYie Robinson, Janae Chaney, JP Gonza1ez, Stan Zarernba. Third 
"RPW: MiKe Lind1ey, Walter flood, Leo Morand, Jon Poh1rnan, Matt Katinas, 
Dale Willey, Josh ford, Jennifer Phelps, Erin Phelps. BacK Row: John 
Stonger, Drew courtice, Jason Labella, Matt Johnson, Wes Arrnstrong, 
"Rjc1<y Woodring, Dawn Shipley, Andrea Mailloux, Rebecca Martin, MiKe 
Kincaid, Ben frederii<sen , Zach Roth. 
Model UN 
JP Gonzalez paints the cheek of Peter Smith during a SGA 
tailgating event to support the baseball team. 
The Residence Hall Association is composed of 
many Sophomore Advisors, Resident Assistants, and 
students who live on campus. Each hall or floor has 
at least two representatives. The group provides 
social activities, service opportunities, and 
leadership experience for its members and the Rose 
community. Each campus resident pays a ten 
dollar residence hall fee each quarter. This money 
goes to provide activities such as trips to 
Indianapolis for sporting events or shopping, 
speakers, Skinner Fest, Blumburg Halloween party, 
Deming Disco Inferno, trips to the movies for the 
release of Star Wars Episode II, and movies and 
DVDs to rent free of charge from the game room. 
Service opportunities this year included four blood 
drives which collected over 1,200 pints of blood, a 
new school record, and GUAM (Give Up A Meal} 
which raised money for local charities. 
It has been a banner year for the Rose-Hulman Model United 
Nations club! This year, we had the opportunity to travel to 
both Indianapolis and Denver for conferences, giving us the 
chance to compete against and meet students from many 
other schools and political backgrounds. This year was also 
highlighted by several awards and honors. Kyle Allen was 
selected as a chair for the Indianapolis conference, and 
Becky Kilgore was selected as an honorable mention 
delegate. In Denver, Eric Tollefsen received the best delegate 
award for Security Council, and Nat Bowe and Becky Kilgore 
received honorable mentions for Economic and Social 
Model UN: Row 1 - Justin Woo, NiChOle ParKe, Beci<y Kilgore, 
BecKy Johnson; Row 2 - Dr. Terrence Casey, Nat Bowe, scott 
HYrnes, Marty Cornelius; Row 3 - Marques Kirsch, Eric 
Tollefson. Not Pictured: KYie Allen. 
Council. 
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NSBE 
The goal of NSBE is to increase the number of 
culturally responsible black engineers who excel 
academically, succeed professionally and 
positively impact the community. This year, 
we've done a number of activities to help the 
community. Some of our activities include 
engineering workshops for middle school 
students, mentoring and tutoring for area youth, 
and community clothing drives. It's been a good 
year for us, and we in the National Society of 
Black Engineers at Rose-Hulman are looking 
forward to another year of promoting a more 
culturally accepting and diverse atmosphere 
within the Rose Hulman community. 
NSBE· front Row: Elisha Dodd, Lasandra Tucker, Melva Lucas, Michael 
Merritt. Back Row: Rashad Geld, Larnar TaYIOr, Danie11e Claxton, Conrad 
TUCker, Pedro Lopez, vernon Mccarroll. 
IntravarsitY. front Row: Becky MYers, co11een Boyer, Rebecca franki, Jen funk, Hannah 
Pau1ey, Karen fuhrrnann, Jess Gunn, Shaelin O'Neil. second Row: Katie Weiss, Steve 
Shambaugh, Doug Mitchell, Zach Lute, Tirn Jasko, Jonathan Trojan, David Heigl, Matthew 
ford, Charles porter, Nathan froyd , Tirn Hunt, Lindsey vanSChOiaCk, ArnY Reed; Thrid ROW: 
Jennifer Ho, Morgan Reeder, Alex Claffey, Mark Newheiser, Joey Richey, Tirn Kibbey, Mike 
Davis, Craig McRobertS, Justin Self, Keith Atkinson, Nathan Peterson, GUY Srinivasan, Kevin 
Gibbs, Ben MertZ, Phil cook, AJ. Boyd, Daniel Hedrnan, Josh Elgin, Jererny Jarvis, Jared 
Augsburger, Nick Gergely, Paul BertSCh, Steven Charnb1ee, David TYra, Don Harrington, 
Jennifer Guerard, Jade Warns1ey. Back Row: Ri'!Chel rueck, Tony BYe, Chris Jarnes, Zachariah 
Yoder, Josiah Yoder, Matt Landin, Mindy Hofrnann, Jerry Sobota, Elizabeth farquhar, Brian 
Johnson, Joe1 Ericson, KYie Heath. 
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lnterV arsity 
The Rose-Hulman lnterVarsity 
Christian Fellowship has had a 
very active year this year. We 
continued our dedication to the 
spiritual growth of the RHIT 
Christian community, and 
engaged in many activities to 
outreach to those that haven't 
heard or don't understand the 
gospel. This year, we did this 
through weekly Bible studies and 
Large Group meetings, outreach 
events, last lectures, and many 
other "just-for-fun" events. Our 
vision is to reach others by 
intentionally building Christ-
centered relationships and 
holding each other accountable 
to following Christ as Lord, and 
this year, we have been very 
successful at doing just that. 
Concert 
concert Band. front Row: "Rachael Bergstrom, John Paul 
Bergstrom, Robin RzepczynsKi, MYies Adams. BacK Row: Matt 
ReddiCK, AndY Plassman, Tom MacKel, Gary Turner, Keith Hoover, 
Eleanor Wehner, Steve young. 
Jazz 
10 
Jazz Band. front Row: Cory Howell, A,.J. Boyd, Brad Berron, Tim 
RiJabe, Matt fiKe, Eric Arnett, Dawn Shipley, Bri Leany. BacK Row: 
NiCK Stevens, PaUI "Ratner, Gary Turner, Don Harrington, LuKe 
StarK, Tom MacKel, TYier "R)'an, Stephen young. 
Pep 
pep Band. front Row: Eric Jollefson, Jen Phelps, BeCKY Johnson. 
second Row: David Neal, Erin Phelps, Melissa Prentice, Josh ford. 
Third Row: Karen fuhrmann, Heather O'Hearn, Loree Viola, Paul 
RiJtner. BacK Row: William MeltZer, Dough Jeffries, T ravis Gilmour. 
Bands 
The Rose-Hulman Bands consist of 
several diverse instrumental 
groups that serve a variety of 
functions in the Rose-Hulman 
community. The Rose-Hulman Pep 
Band plays (and cheers) for all 
home football and basketball 
games. This year the Pep Band 
was also invited to play for the 
NCAA Division Ill Women's 
Basketball Championship, held on 
campus in the Hulbert Arena. The 
Rose-Hulman Concert Band plays a 
variety of symphonic and wind 
ensemble music. This year the 
Concert Band has played all 
around campus for various events, 
including the White Chapel 
dedication and an informal 
Christmas concert in the Union. 
The Rose-Hulman Jazz Band is an 
auditioned big band that serves 
the jazz needs of the Rose-Hulman 
community. This year the Jazz Band 
hosted a live swing dance that was 
open to the entire Terre Haute 
community. In addition to these 
three bands, the Rose Bands also 
formed the pit orchestra in 
support of the Drama Club's winter 
musical, Jekyll and Hyde. 
AJ Boyd plays drums for the SAB 
winter formal. 
Clubs 69 
Chorus 
The Rose-Hulman Chorus has enjoyed a busy 
year! We were asked to sing at the White 
Chapel Dedication and later that same day, we 
sang at the Terre Haute Benefit Concert for the 
Victims of September 11th. We also sang at Dr. 
Hulbert's annual Wabash Valley Holiday 
Dinner. We joined the Jazz and Concert Bands in 
the Union for a concert and in March, we sang 
at the Mom's Day banquet. The committee 
organizing the NCAA Division 3 Championship 
games honored the chorus by having us sing the 
National Anthem at the games. We also held our 
workshop in April, just in time to perform in 
Engineers in Concert. The Rose-Hulman Chorus 
appeared at Commencement in May. We are 
anxiously awaiting the completion of Hatfield 
Hall to continue working and performing in its 
wonderful new facilities. Thanks to all those 
who have supported the Rose-Hulman Chorus! 
70 Clubs 
Photo from 
"The 
Musical 
Comedy 
Murders of 
1940" 
October 26 
to November 
3. 
Drama 
Drama Club performances this year included 
the Musical Comedy Murders of 1940 and the Spring 
musical, Jekyll & Hyde. 
Here are a few of Drama Club 's memories 
from producing Musical Comedy Murders: 
"Margorie and Bernice will be down as soon as they thaw out 
and Margorie is still trudging up the hill ... damn." 
-Molly at rehearsal 
See Sid's pants. See Sid's pants fall down. See Sid's 
underwear. 
-Something we all have burned into our memories 
Does this drawer open? Apparently not. 
-Martin bad a Little difficulty getting tbe drawer to open, but 
somehow tbe wall still opened 
Molly falling off the stage. 
"Due to technical difficulties ... the presentation of the theatre 
hermit award's been er ... postponed ... " 
-A very suave Matt at Cary's party 
"What sort of bees make milk?" 
-Cary 's party 
"Protection is exactly what I had in mind ... " 
-Roger on pickup night 
. 
WMHD 
The Society of Women Engineers stimulates 
women to achieve their full potential as 
engineers and leaders, expands the image 
of the engineering profession as a positive 
force in improving the quality of life, and 
demonstrates the value of diversity. The 
Rose-Hulman chapter of SWE has been in 
existence since 1996. Although young, the 
chapter has developed several programs to 
uphold the standards of the national 
organization. Exploring Engineering Day is a 
SW£. Jennifer Porter, Jennifer Cain, Rebecca Martin, ErnilY Dieter, 
Dawn Shipley, Lindsey Kerbel, KathY WYrZYKOWSKi, Bridget Revier, 
Alison Thomann, Katie Herber, Alexis Nathaniel, Allison Boyer, 
Morgan Reeder, Megan Bardolph, Julie Knoll, Nicolle Burris, ArnY 
Stutler, Ghazal Hariri and Sarah White. 
Rose-Hulman's Broadcasting 
Club is responsible for the 
maintenance and operation of 
WMHD, 90.5 FM, The Monkey! 
Founded in 1978, WMHD is run 
by the students and faculty of 
Rose-Hulman. WMHD is a 
noncommercial, free format 
station geared toward the 
general populous of Rose-
Hulman. Broadcasting facilities 
are located on-campus in the 
basement of BSB. WMHD also 
owns sound equipment and 
does sound for many events on 
campus. 
SWE 
program for Junior and Senior High School 
students to expose them to different 
engineering fields and careers. The Girl Scout 
Program is a program for Junior Girl Scouts 
{4th, 5th, and 6th grades) that allows them 
to earn a patch for doing hands-on projects 
in four different areas of engineering: 
Chemical, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical. 
The program is on-going and is currently 
executed twice a year. 
Clubs 71 
Spanish 
The Spanish Club is dedicated to having fun 
learning about the cultures of Spanish-speaking 
people throughout the world. Over the course of 
the year, the club sponsored many activities for 
the Rose-Hulman community, including museum 
trips, movie nights, speakers, and a trip to 
Mexico to visit some Mayan ruins (for which we 
even got 4 hours of credit!). These events were 
organized by the club but were open to all Rose 
students. Next year, we plan to have more and 
even more interesting events for the Rose 
community, letting people have fun while 
learning about Spanish cultures. 
Phi Beta Del ta 
The Rose-Hulman Gamma Omicron Chapter of Phi 
Beta Delta was chartered in 1996 and has been 
dedicated ever since to recognizing scholarly 
achievement in international education. Ever since 
our first one in 1997, our initiation ceremonies have 
provided opportunities for international students to 
share their experiences about studying abroad at 
RHIT, and this year has been no exception. United 
States' students also get a chance to express their 
thoughts on living, working, and studying abroad. 
These cross-cultural experiences have had a great 
impact on all of our lives, shaping our attitudes of 
tolerance, understanding, and goodwill towards the 
many cultures that cover the globe, as well as within 
our own community. 
Phe Beta Delta. front Row: Kanishk PriYadarsh , Cassandra Wright, 
Sabarni Palit, Atnanda McCarty. Back Row: Xinfeng Shi, Sean 
Durrant, Nich01as Brown, Matt Kasper, Etnanue1 Bettelheitn. 
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The Spanish Club and a study abroad course taught bY Professor 
Antonio de la Cova spent a week in Yucatan, Mexico. At the El Castillo 
PYratnid in Chichen ItZa: Valerie Sharp, Jason LaBella, Sara Podolsky, 
Travis Troyer, Brent Weigel, Casey Stepehnson, Matt Pavey, Professor de 
la Cova, Matt Isbell, Lex Seneff, Richard Thacker, Matt Dotnoradzki, 
Maggie Lowry, EtnilY HOIZknecht, JaY BrotZ. 
International 
Student Assocation 
The International Student Association at Rose-Hulman 
provides an opportunity for international students to 
get together with US students and with other students 
who have also left their countries, culture, and families. 
This year, Rose-Hulman had international students from 
Argentina, Austria, Ethiopia, Gabon, Germany, Greece, 
Jamaica, Japan, Korea, India, Ivory Coast, Mexico, 
People's Republic of China, St. Vincent, Singapore, 
Taiwan, and the United Arab Emirates. ISA activities 
this year included bowling parties, hayrides in Deming 
Park, Thanksgiving and Chinese New Year carry-in 
dinners (this year is the year of the horse!), visiting 
local elementary schools, coffee hours, and the 
International Fair in May. We also held informational 
meetings on issues ranging from working in the USA to 
immigration status issues and filing income taxes that 
were open to the entire Rose-Hulman community. This 
year was another wonderful learning experience, 
helping us become not only better engineers but better 
citizens of the world. 
International 
Student 
Association. front 
Row: Jonathan Low, 
Karen Degrange, 
Asako fLliioka, 
Kanishk priyadarshi. 
Back Row: Dieter 
Schwarztnann, David 
soans, JP Gonzalas. 
ISPE 
The focus of the Rose-Hulman student chapter of the International 
Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering this year was on recruiting new 
members and inviting speakers to campus. For the first goal, members 
put together a collage from ISPE literature that served as the 
background for our poster in the Commons. We then put together a 
second collage that became the background in posters for event 
notices. For the second goal, ISPE invited representatives from Roche 
Diagnostics, Eli Lilly, and Pfizer to speak at one chapter meeting. At 
another meeting, RHIT's own Dr. Ball spoke on several procedures used 
to model molecules in pharmaceuticals to determine the active sites. 
Next year, we hope to build on this year's successes by providing our 
members with more opportunities to network and attend regional 
conferences on Pharmaceutical Engineering. 
The Spanish Club students 
climbing the 140-foot Nohoch Mui 
pyramid at Coba, Quintana Roo. 
Phi Alpha Delta is an international fraternity focused 
on helping undergraduate students make informed 
choices about many issues associated with studying 
law. This year, our pre-law program presented 
seminars for the Rose-Hulman community on such 
topics as selecting law as a career, deciding which 
law school to attend, and how to prepare for the 
rigors of law school. Along with being the only law-
related fraternity on campus, Phi Alpha Delta is also 
the only law fraternity in existence, along with being 
the only national organization of any kind with a pre-
law program committed to meeting the needs of 
undergraduate students interested in studying law. 
Next year, we hope to present even more seminars 
on law-related topics, giving every student on 
campus the opportunity to consider law as a 
possibility for their future. 
Phi A,lpha Delta. Row 1 - Michael McNutt, Danielle Claxton, Jen 
Meyer, sarn forster, Rebecca Kilgore, Wendy 'PaCKard, Anita Tubble; 
Row 2 - Dr. PicKett, Michael DocKins; Row 3 - Satn Zurcher, KellY 
Sullivan, Bill McKenna, Ben Giant, Andy Steen 
IS'PE. front Row: 
Jennifer Rudolph, 
"RaChel Bergstrom, 
Ellen Kotal, Jenny 
Diedrich. BaCK Row: 
Dr. MarK AnKlatn, 
John Alford, Sarah 
Harris, Joe Neeson. 
Phi Alpha Delta 
Clubs 
Every Tuesday and Thursday night, the SRC was full 
of cries announcing "SERVICE!!!" From 10 PM to 
midnight, the SRC was a fury of fun, fast paced 
play. Open to anyone who came down, the 
Volleyball Club had a regular crowd of 20 to 25 
people, some who played in high school, some who 
had only been playing for a week. Along with their 
regular meeting times, they often had weekend 
sessions for extra relaxation. As everyone knows, 
sometimes the best way to take out your Rose 
frustration is to just "Bump, set, smash the ball 
like it were a prof's head!" 
IEEE 
IEEE e-board. Brian Johnson, Ben Brunner, Elizabeth HuttSell, 
Chad A.lojipan. Not Pictured: Nici< (lart<, Brandon frey. 
VolleYball Club. front Row: Melissa Kennert, Noor Martin, Marieda 
Merge1e. second Row: Jason Lal3e11a. Jie LU, 13en srne1and, A.rnanda 
StUChel, 13rent Ellwein, Erica Hoffmann, Shane Milton, Daniel He1rns, Tom 
Mac1<e1. 13act< Row: TYier "RYan, Jitn fussner, ThOrnas Ng, David Pirnia, GUY 
Srinivasan, peter Winton. 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers {IEEE) is a non-profit, technical 
professional association of more than 360,000 
individual members in 150 countries. The Rose-
Hulman student branch of IEEE currently has 280 
members, giving it the highest per-capita student 
membership in the world, along with making it 
the 25th largest student branch in the world. This 
year, the Rose-Hulman IEEE branch brought 
several professional speakers to the Rose-
Hulman campus, speaking on topics from image 
compression to semiconductors. The chapter 
also provided opportunities for students to tour 
local companies and attend conferences around 
the country. In addition, IEEE was involved in 
many community service projects and helped with 
events such as National Engineers Week. 
The Rose-Hulman Anime Society is a group that encourages 
students to relax and enjoy the foreign art form called 
Japanese animation, or anime for short. This year, we met 
once a week in the Myers presentation room and watched 
anime movies and episodes of different anime series, 
including Ghost in the Shell, Ranma, Vision of Escaflowne, and 
Akira. We had a great time this year watching anime with 
friends, and we look forward to another great year next year. 
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Alpha Lambda 
Delta 
AIPha Larnbda Delta. front Row: Pete Gustafson, Caroline Carvill, Noah Zier, Torn 
Drochner, Broo• south, Dan Unger, Julie Kno11, Brandon Hathaway, A,ndrew Boese, Jason 
Lange. second Row: Robert SChUlein, Elaine Mindrup, Krista Gonnerrnan, "RPdhiKa Dave, 
Vincent franco, Joshua A,nnin, NiCK Stevens, Thornas Ng, Eric ciernentoni, Matt JaneczcK. 
Third Row: Jennifer Ho, Jessica Gross, Katherine WYrZYKOWSKi, Kellan Warnpler, Jonathan 
Trojan, Alison Hasbargen, Katie Herber, Jennifer Lowe, Marcy Harnrner, Jenn Guerard. 
fourth Row: MiKe Lind1ey, Scott Herber, Joshua Moore, Jessica farrner, Rebecca Martin, 
ErnilY Dieter, Jarnie MYers, Ellen TaYIOr, Chris Hurnbert, A,ndrew TwareK, Matt fiKe, 
Christopher Katinas, Doug Mitchell, Kevin Patel , A,1ex KutSenoK; BacK Row: J irn fussner, 
Alpha Lambda Delta is a national 
society that honors academic 
excellence during a student's 
first year at college. Alpha 
Lambda Delta has over 220 
chapter across the United States 
and has initiated more than 
600,000 students. We, at Rose-
Hulman, encourage our current 
members and new freshmen to 
pursue scholarship while 
enjoying the learning 
experience. I scott Nablitt, Martin KUChle, George Nixon, Peter Winton, Eric Tollefson, Jason Keneson, KYie Robinson, David Kaiser, Ben MertZ, scott Srnall, Matt Johnson. 
Astronomy 
The Astronomical Society has been 
involved in many activities this year. 
This is the second full year that the 
club has been able to use the Oakley 
Observatory. As a result of this, the 
club has made many observations 
throughout the year. The Astronomical 
Society also took a trip to Chicago to 
tour the Adler Planetarium. 
A.IPha Phi Qrnega. front Row: Noor Martin, Laura SlaYbaugh , Sara Klein. 
second Row: VUaY KaUI, Vincent franco, A.darn fasen, Shaelin O'Neil, °RµChel 
Beittenrni11er. BacK Row: A,1ex Claffey, Cary Laxer, Bryon Sohns, MiKe BlaCK, 
Luther Wang, Jay Graven, Torn Schneider, Hether O'Hearn, Nathaniel 
Berg1und, Graerne Mason. 
A,stronorny 
Club. Left: 
Ernanue1 
Bettelheirn, 
Richard 
Ditteon. 
Sitting: A,rny 
Reed. Standing: 
Chris Wolfe, 
Albert 
Mccarvey, 
Steven Hughes, 
Elaine 
KirKpatriCK, 
Nathan 
Ellsworth. 
APO 
Alpha Phi Omega is a national, co-ed 
service fraternity. The founding 
principles of Alpha Phi Omega are 
leadership, friendship, and service. 
Alpha Phi Omega works to teach the 
skills of leadership and building lasting 
friendships through a program of 
providing service to others. On campus, 
Alpha Phi Omega provided service many 
ways, including running the Lost and 
Found. 
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Scuba 
SCUBA Club. front Row: Shad Schoppert, Jessica CrUll, Becca 
franKi, NiCK (iorgo1y, KYie Kep1ey. second Row: Clifford Breiding, 
Kevin Knue, Jared Ho1ecomb, Michael "Rildign, Peter sey1er. BacK 
Row: Spencer Schipper, Chad Crull, Joe Gallagher, Eric Arnett, RYan 
Hart, franK Levinson, Kevin Peter, Josh JUSKO. 
Biomedical Engineering 
Biomedical Engineering society. front Row: Or. Jameel Ahmed, 
Chad Zarse, Stephanie Smith, Bill Weiner, Pedro Lopez. second Row: 
Alana BurKe, Krista Gonnerman, Terry Hardin, Zach Nicoson. BacK 
Row: Cassandra Wright, Jennifer Phelps, Matthew Kann, Matt 
Kuester. Not Pictured: Chris Inman, MarK Ware, Jason Davis, .Adrian 
Meadows. 
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Omega Chi Epsilon 
Omega Chi Epsilon. front Row: Trisha Aust, Jennifer Meyer, Sarah 
StalnecKer, Sarah Harris, Jessica fartner, Not Identified, Not Identified. 
second Row: Adam Perin, Not Identified, Not Identified, Not Identified, 
Phil Isom, Joe1 Smith . BacK Row: John Alford, "RPshad Not Identified, 
Tod Good, MarK AnKlam, Kenny Barns. Not Pictured: co11een Boyer, 
EricKa Snyder, BeCKY Meyers, Katie Weiss, Justin Self, Brad Berron, 
Michael DocKins. 
Medical Student Ass. 
.American Medical Student .Association: Standing: .AleKsandar 
GOresKi, Perry Evans, Chad Zarse, .Anna Burgner, Ghazal Hariri, Bryce 
ClarK, Keith Moench. 
Billiards Club. front Row: Adam Livingston, Corey Busch, James 
fioRjto. Back Row: Joe Ohligo, Andre Moorman, Paul Grande, Zack 
Miller, Calvin Kerner, Gerald Ree. 
AI CHE 
It has been a wonderful year for the Rose-Hulman 
chapter of AICHE! The AICHE, or American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers, is a nationwide professional 
organization for chemical engineers. This year, our 
members not only had the opportunity to network 
with other chemical engineers out in the work force, 
but were also able to visit plants in the area the 
utilize chemical engineering in their everyday 
activities. This year, we were also able to provide 
demonstrations on chemical engineering topics for 
many local kids through events such as the Explore 
Engineering program. Overall, it has been a very 
educational and enjoyable year for us, and we look 
forward to an even better one next year. 
The Rose-Hulman Roller Hockey club (or RHRH club) 
is a group of students who are interested in playing 
roller hockey as a competitive sport and as 
recreation. This year, our traveling team, which is a 
member of the Midwest Collegiate Roller Hockey 
League(MCRHL), got to compete with a number of 
schools around the midwest, including schools such 
as Indiana University, University of Michigan, 
Michigan State, Western Michigan, Eastern 
Michigan, Ball State University, and Ohio State 
University. We also held open meeting/practices for 
everyone who wanted to learn or practice. 
Solar Phantom 
2001-2002 was time of changing eras for the Rose-
Hulman Solar Phantom team. After having had 
another great run in the 2001 Sunrayce, the team 
decided to shift their focus from competition to new 
challenges, transforming the group into a new more 
general experimental vehicle team. First of all, we 
changed the name to the Alternative Energy Vehicle 
Team (AEVT for short). The team plans to participate 
in the October 2003 Bonneville Salt Flat events with 
an electric vehicle that will break the land-speed 
record for its class. We are presently in the design 
phase of the vehicle and plan to have a first testing 
run in October 2002. It has been the end of a 12-year 
tradition for the team, but we are excited by the new 
challenges facing us. 
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Air Force ROTC Air Force ROTC Air Force ROTC 
Future Leaders 
Experience Success 
Air Force ROTC. Front Row: J0Aru1e Seybold , Hamilton, SSGT Tony 
Forcier. Back Row: Capt. Erik Aufderheide, Brock, Lt. Col. Randy 
Paschall , Capt. Ed Buchanan . 
Air Force Reserve Officer 
Training Corps (AFROTC) is an 
officer-training program students 
participate in while simultaneously 
earning their college degree at 
Rose-Hulman. Students take one 
leadership class each quarter and 
are commissioned upon graduation. 
AFROTC offers one-to 
four-year scholarships to qualified 
applicants. The scholarships pay 
most tuition, fees, and books plus a 
tax-free $200 a month allowance 
during the school year. Cadets 
have the opportunity to attend flight 
training, parachute training, field 
training and a myriad of other 
engineering internship programs 
while a student. After completing 
Air Force ROTC and your degree 
requirements, you will receive your 
commission as an Air Force Second 
Lieutenant. The commitment is four 
years, but you will be working as an 
engineer in your field of study 
managing multimillion dollar projects 
and supervising personnel your first 
year out of school. Leadership 
opportunities graduating engineers 
could not experience working for 
the private sector. By the end of 
your tour you wil 1 be making over 
$50,000 a year with benefits. 
Air Force Reserve Officer 
training Corps took several trips 
throughout the year. The students 
visited Eglin AFB in Florida. The 
students also made a base visit to 
Wright-Patterson AFB in Dayton, 
Ohio. The color guard was given 
the honor of presenting the colors at 
the NCAA championship held at 
Rose-Hulman in March. The year 
ended with the joint military ball 
with the Army ROTC which was 
held at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods. 
Throughout the year Air Force 
ROTC members participated in 
leadership development activities 
and operations. 
The combined Air Force ROTC from TSU, Cliff Breiding parti cipates in one of the many 
Rose, and DcPauw gathered in their dress blues training exercises. 
outside on the campus of ISU. 
Air Force ROTC Students traveled to Wright 
Patterson Ai r Force base in Dayton, Ohio. 
Air Force ROTC members served as the color 
guard at many e\·ents throughout the year, 
including basketball games such as this one. 
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Arm'j ROTC Arm'j ROTC Arm'j ROT 
Anny ROTC Faculty. Front Row: MSG Walker, Shaw Barbra. Peggy Grant, 
I SFC Bowers. Back Row: LTC Wood. LTC Hollaway, MASUR Lottino. 
Ranger Challenge team, Ben Howe. Adam Ziggler, Kevin Waldrip. Andy Brnce 
1ISU), and Michael Nmrnan did extremely well at this year 's competition beating 
!he Purdue. Indiana University, aud Noter Dame teams. 
Future Leaders 
Experience Success 
An11y ROTC is a college elective 
designed to teach leadership skills to 
students and future Army officers. ROTC 
classes are a combination of lecture and 
bands-on training with a diverse mixture 
of activities . One day, students may be 
required to give briefings; the next day, 
they may learn to repel. Students can be 
as involved as they like, and generally, 
there is no obligation to the Anny (unless 
contracted). This helps create an 
environment where students can just 
relax, have fun and learn. 
The following are a few highlights 
from this year. At our Ranger Challenge 
competition in October at Camp 
Atterbury, the Rose-Hu.Iman team 
finished second overall on the 5-man 
tearn, winning Marksmanship, l 0 K Road 
March Race, and the Anny Physical 
Fitness Test competition. The Anny 
ROTC was also active in the running of 
the concessions stand at the Rose 
football games, and providing support to 
the 200 l Homecoming football game and 
Alumni Fun Run. This fall , over 50 cadets 
participated in our field training exercises 
on RHIT car11pus. The Miltary Ball was 
held March 16 for 135 cadets and their 
dates. This year 's spring field training 
exercise was held in Wendall Ford 
ROTC is not all about field training, BDU's, 
and camoull age . Air Force and Army ROTC 
ended the year wi th the Military Ball which 
look place at Sai nt Mary-of-the-Woods thi s 
yea r. 
Training Area, Kentucky in March. In 
April , the Cadet Staff Ride took place at 
Stones River Battlefield (Civil War) at 
Mufreesboro, Tenn. Also in April, we 
held a paintball competition in Clay 
County. Finally, the Anny ROTC 
completed painting the battle tank on 
the north end of campus. 
Many of our cadets this year also bad 
some important accomplishments of 
their own. Cadet David Kom1an (Jr. CE 
major) attended the Army Science Board 
in Washington DC in February, and will 
return in the summer to California and 
again to DC for the board. Cadet Kevin 
Waldroup and Ben Howe attended 
Airborne School at Fort Benning, GA, 
during the summer of2001. During the 
summer of2002, Waldroup will attend 
Air Assault School in Hawaii, Howe will 
attend Northern Warfare Training in 
Alaska, and Craig Cotner wil 1 attend 
Mountain War-fare in Ven11ont. The 
Wabash Valley Battalion will also send 5 
from Rose, 2 from ISU, and l from 
DePauw to National Adv Leadership 
Camp Ft Lewis Washington. Finally, in 
May, Rose commissioned 5 cadets who 
entered the active Anny as Second 
Lieutenants. Congratulations to all of 
our cadets. 
Army ROTC members parti cipate in field 
training. The program includes a scholarship 
worth approximately $27,000 annuall y. 
Following graduat ion the participants are 
commiss ioned into the Arm y. 
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Applied Biolo~ and Biomedical Engineering 
New Major and New 
Minor 
The past year was an exciting one for 
the Department of Applied Biology and 
Biomedical Engineering. It was the first 
year that students were able to choose 
Applied Biology as their major program 
of study. Fifteen freshmen chose to earn 
the Bachelor of Science Degree in 
Applied Biology, and three sophomores 
have selected Applied Biology as a 
second major. The number of students 
seeking the Area Minor in Applied 
Biology i's also at an all-time high. 
The establishment of this new 
program coincides with increased 
student interest in the biological 
sciences. The number of students 
enrolling in Essential Biology to fulfill a 
science and technology elective has 
increased tremendously- more than l 00 
students will have completed the course 
during this academic year. Enrollment in 
Biology I, which is the entry-level 
course for students seeking the Applied 
Biology major or the area minor, is also 
at an all-time high, with over 90 students 
enrolling. If these enrollments continue, 
by 2005, approximately fifty percent of 
graduating seniors will have completed 
at least one biology course. This 
represents a significant achievement 
considering that, prior to 2001, the 
number was closer to five percent. 
Paralleling increased interest in the 
Katie Hurber looks at the different parts 
of a petunia outside of Mees. These 
flowers were planted by students on 
Campus Beautification day in the spring. 
biological sciences is increased student 
interest in the field of biomedical 
engineering. The number of students 
seeking the Area Minor or Master's 
Degree in Biomedical Engineering 
continues to increase steadily. Because 
of this, the Department recommended 
establishing a program of study leading 
to the Bachelor of Science Degree in 
Biomedical Engineering. The new 
program was recently approved by the 
Institute 's faculty and Board of Trustees 
and is scheduled to accept freshmen by 
2005 , contingent on space and 
equipment acquisitions. Another new 
program, developed in collaboration 
with the Chemistry Department and 
providing for an interdisciplinary second 
major in Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, was also approved. 
Because of its continued growth, t11e 
Department of Applied Biology and 
Biomedical Engineering has become 
firmly established. The Department 
consolidated into office space on the 
upper level of Moench Hall and hired a 
secretary, Brenda Mardis, in November 
of200 l . Ms. Mardis earned her B.S. 
Degree in Business Administration at 
Indiana State University and came to 
Rose-Hulman from CSN (formerly 
Heartland Steel), where she served as a 
Customer Service Representative. 
Unfortunately Biology students spend 
time studying indoors in addition to 
outdoors. Chad Zarse reads and 
studying for his first-year Biology class. 
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Applied Biology and Biomedical Engineering Faculty. Dr. Lee 
Waite, Dr. Bill Weiner, Dr. Michael Cain, Brenda Mardi~, Dr. Ric 
Anthony, Dr. Karen McNally, Dr. Jameel Ahmed. Not Pictured: 
Christine Buckley. 
Applied Biolo~ and Biomedical Engineering 
Brad Walker closely examines the plant for his lab. More 
students are taking biology courses than ever before. 
Joel Smith hugs a tree as part of a Biology course. Biology 
classes took advantage of nature on campus. 
I 
Grad Student 
Jason Davis 
Travis Gilmour 
Chris Inman 
Harish Sharma 
XinfentShi 
Juniors 
Mike Tranter 
Freshmen 
Elizabeth Deaton 
Vincent Franco 
Krista Gonnerman 
Dan Huey 
Stephen Reed 
Brandi Williams 
Trevor Claffey studies the flowers 
outside ofBSB as part of his lab. 
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hemical Engineering Chemical Engineering 
A Time of Transition and 
New Professors 
This has been a year of big changes 
for the Chemical Engineering 
department. As of the fall of2001 , of 
eight faculty members, only three have 
been in the deprutment before 1998, and 
one of those is planning on retiring at 
the end of this year. Drs. Jerry Caskey 
and Carl Abegg retired in May 200 l. Dr. 
Stuart Leipziger is planning to retire at 
the end of2002 academic year. Dr. 
Michael Misovich has accepted a 
teaching position at Hope College in 
Michigan. 
However, our deprutment has also 
grown by two members this year. Dr. 
David Miller, a Rose-Hulman alwn, 
joined us in the fall of2001. He received 
his Ph.D. from Ohio State University and 
has two years of industrial experience. 
He came to us from Michigan 
Technological University, where he was 
an assistant professor. We were also 
privileged to be joined by Dr. Sharon 
Sauer in January of2002. Dr. Sauer spent 
three years at Shell Oil Company before 
earning her Ph.D. at Rice University. 
Another new addition to our 
department this year is the CHE 
PIPELINE, a department newsletter. The 
department put together this newsletter 
to keep students and alumni better 
infonned about goings-on in the 
department, along with facilitating more 
interactions and discussions between 
the Chemical Engineering department, 
students, and alwnni . The newsletter 
includes both a description of what has 
been happening within the department 
and information about our chemical 
engineering alumni . Our first issue went 
out in the fall of200 l to over 1500 
students and alwnni to rave reviews. 
Chemical Engineering Faculty. Front Fow: Dr. Atanas 
Serbezov, Dr. Ronald Artigue, Secretary Mary Wade, Dr. Sturut 
Leipziger, Dr. Hossein Hariri. Back Row: Dr. Mark Anklam, 
Technician Frank Cunning, Dr. David Miller, Dr. Michael 
Misovich. 
Joel Smith, Austin Allen, and Rachael Bergstom look at the 
results of their calculations and try to determine what caused 
the error from the expected results. 
Trisha Aust, Erica Snyder, ru1d Kate Daniel work on the pump 
unit. The group used a manometer to measure the pressure 
drop across different fittings and types of pipe. 
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Kenny Barns watches as group member JD Garcia enters the 
data in his computer. Labtops allowed students to work on 
calculations while collecting data in the laboratory. 
Chemical Engineering Chemical Engineerin 
Grad Student 
EllenKotal 
Manish Lobaya 
Amanda Stuchel 
Seniors 
John Alford 
Kenneth Barnes 
Rachael Bergstrom 
Brad Berron 
Craig Bloomer 
Colleen Boyer 
Dedric Day 
Jenny Diedrich 
Kevin Fisher 
Todd Good 
Sarah Harris 
Melva Lucas 
Andrew Maxson 
Jennifer Meyer 
Rebecca Myers 
Blake Montgomery 
Joseph Neeson 
John Rykowski 
Christie Shadrach 
Erica Snyder 
Ericka Stidham 
Adam Strobl 
Lindsey Van Schoiac 
Katherine Weiss 
Nicholas Welte 
Billie Willard 
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hemical Engineering Chemical Engineering 
Juniors 
Heidi Brackmann 
Alison Burgess 
Anna Burgner 
Ghazal Hariri 
Adriane Henderson 
Alicia Hetrick 
Karl Hofmann 
Justin Jeter 
Grant Miller 
Erin Phelps 
Jennifer Phelps 
MikeRaffay 
Sarah Stalnaker 
Craig Szymanski 
Autumn Weddele 
Sophomores 
Jake Casie 
Eric Clementoni 
Brady Eastridge 
Brandon Endress 
Jessica Farmer 
Josh Ford ~ 
Corey Frink 
Tim Hahn 
Lisa Hall 
Kelly Hamilton 
Jennifer Ho 
Sara Horner 
Matt Janeczek 
Sandea Jenison 
Aaron Lambert 
Dustin Martin 
William Meltzer 
MattMergy 
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Chemical Engineering Chemical Engineering 
Sophomores 
Michael Merritt 
Christopher Meyer 
Matt Morre 
Jennifer Porter 
Kurtis Preston 
Sarah Sanborn 
Casey Stephenson 
Jessica Vaught 
Collin Wise 
By the time Chemical Engineering 
Majors graduate, they spend more 
than 150 hours in the High Bay Lab 
located in Olin . These hours arc 
spent collecting data which must then 
be analyzed and presented in a number 
of different reports and oral 
presentations . 
Nathan Peterson carefully reads the 
manometer and adjusts the valve of 
the nuid flow unit accordingly. 
Four hours of monotony. Brad 
Bcrron relaxes as he regulates the 
pressure into the plate and frame 
fi 1 ter press. 
Ryan Harris and Jake Isenburg operate 
the small-scale cooling tower which 
demonstrates principles learned in 
Mass Transfer. 
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Chemical Engineering Chemical Engineering 
Freshmen 
Michael Alles 
Kevin Backfish 
Matt Baumgart 
Raymond Boyden 
Allison Boyer 
Bryce Brown 
John Burgner 
Alana Burke 
Andy Buuck 
Trevor Claffey 
Susan Cooley 
Radhika Dave 
Clint Fuhs 
Lance Gassert 
Jennifer Guerard 
Marcy Hammer 
Megan Hay 
Laura Hemming 
Katie Herber 
Jennifer Hodsin 
Amber Hoke 
Kyle Kaplinger 
Scott Kenik 
Julie Knoll 
Kathleen Lefler 
Jennifer Lowe 
Rebecca Martin 
Natalie Morand 
Jason Osborn 
Jesica Petretti 
Adriana Platt 
Caleb Ratcliff 
Paul Ratner 
Matt Robertson 
Dawn Shipley 
Jonathan Trojan 
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· Chemistry 
Chemistry Faculty: Front Row: Secretary Patti Staggs, Stockroom 
Manager Cyndj Brush. Dr. Daniel Jelski , Dr. Luanne Tilstra, Dr. Sean 
Seymore, Dr. Howard McLean. Back Row: Dr. Daniel Morris , Dr. Da,·id 
Erwin, Dr. Michael Mueller, Dr. Dennis Lewis , Dr. Ed Moltel , Dr. Bruce 
Allison. Nol Pictured: Dr. Mark Ball , Instrument Technician Barry 
Morrison. 
Chemistry Chemistry 
A Time of Transition and 
New Professors 
The chemistry department is having a 
good year! We have a bumper crop of 
sophomore students who are either 
majoring or double majoring in 
chemistry. The addition, an applied 
biology major has created some new 
opportunities for our students, and we 
are working hard to accommodate them. 
In this spirit, a new Biochemical and 
Molecular Biology (BCMB) second 
major curriculum was passed. This 
program is available as a second major 
to students already attending Rose-
Hulman Institute ofTechnology, and will 
be an excellent choice for pre-med 
students. 
The chemistry department facilities 
were spruced up last summer. The 
general chemistry lab and the stockroom 
received new floors and a fresh coat of 
paint. The old dumbwaiter was removed, 
freeing up some much needed space. 
New counters were put into the 
stockroom and new shelving was built 
in the general chemistry lab. In addition, 
the old inorganic lab, G 304, was 
remodeled and turned into a research 
lab. Inorganic chemistry is taught in 
what used to be the physical chemistry 
lab. Another renovation was to create a 
laser Jab for Dr. Morris. A large storage 
room was converted to this use. Finally, 
a new chemical waste platform was built 
in the lower stockroom (affectionately 
known as "the dungeon"). This has 
greatly streamlined and simplified our 
waste disposal procedures, and has 
allowed us to tear down the solvent/ 
waste shed that exists North of 
Moench Hall Demolition of that facility 
is imminent. A new Chemistry/Life 
Sciences building is being planned, 
though construction dates remain 
uncertain . This building will sit where 
Templeton Hall is now and will connect 
with Old and New Olin, completing the 
quad around the Japanese Garden. 
This will give us some much needed 
new space, along with greatly 
improved facilities. 
Unfortunately, we are saying 
goodbye to two professors this year: 
Dr. Mark Ball has been at Rose for 
twelve years and has accepted a 
position in Waukegan, Ill. Dr. Sean 
Seymore, who joined us just this year, 
accepted a position in New Jersey. 
Both professors brought great talent to 
the department and we w111 miss them. 
We wish them continued success in 
their careers and happiness in their 
personal lives. A search is underway to 
hire new faculty. 
Finally, on a more positive note, Dr. 
Dan Morris was promoted to associate 
professor with tenure, and he was 
married on April 6th, 2002. The lucky 
lady is Cindy Broxon. This was 
definitely a red-letter year for him, and 
we congratulate him for both his 
professional and personal 
accomplishments. 
Students work on 
Chemistry 3 
laboratories where 
reactions arc studied . 
From the reactions, 
students determine 
the composition of 
an unknown sample. 
Helena Hammer uses 
a centrifuge to 
separate the solid 
from the liquid in her 
test tube. 
Jessoca Frank 
consults with Dr. 
Molle! , the 
laboratory instructor, 
about the restults of a 
reaction . 
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Chemistry Chemistry Chemistry 
Senior 
Chris Nicholson 
Joel Smith 
Monica Gavala 
Charles Porter 
Corey Trobaugh 
Sophomores 
David Allen 
Jess Gunn 
Freshmen 
David Corbin 
Alison Hasbargen 
Crystal Landreth 
Emily Mitchell 
Alison Thomann 
Nichole Burgess stirs the reaction with a g lass 
stirring rod lo insure the reaction goes lo 
comp letion . 
Jonathan Batman uses a bunsen burner to heal 
the waler bath containing his test tube. This 
pre\·ents the sample from vaporizing. 
Juniors 
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Civil Engineering Civil Engineering 
Civil Engineering Faculty. Front Row: Secretary Kathy 
Nicoson, Technician Keith Royer, Dr. Robert Houghtalen. 
Back Row: Dr. Jim McKinney, Dr. Martin Thomas, Dr. Tom 
Descoteaux, Dr. Kevin Sutterer. In Photographs: Dr. Sharon 
Jones . 
A Change of 
Department Head 
The 2001-02 academic year was one 
of adjustments and accomplishments for 
the Civil Engineering Department. 
Some of the highlights: After 19 years 
of exemplary service by Dr. Jim 
McKinney, Dr. Robert Houghtalen 
stepped forward to become head of the 
civil engineering department. Dr. Sharon 
Jones spent the year on sabbatical, 
working in Tucson, Arizona, for the 
Indian Health Services. She spent the 
year setting up a GIS for a reservation, 
as well as performing several other 
envirorunental assessments for the IHS. 
Also, Robert Guratzsch, a graduating 
senior, was selected by CE News 
magazine as one of the top ten civil 
engineering students in the cow1try. 
On a sad note, though, this will be the 
last year at Rose-H ulman for two of our 
professors. Dr. Jones will be staying in 
Tucson since her husband recently 
received a job offer there. Dr. 
Descoteaux will also be leaving after this 
year to teach at Norwich University in 
Vermont. It will be difficult to replace Dr. 
Jones ' commitment to the Environmental 
Engineering graduate progran1 and her 
professional development activities. It 
will also be difficult to replace the 
excellent classroom instruction and 
student rapport of Dr. Descoteaux. We 
appreciate their years of service to Rose-
Hulman and will miss them both. 
Andrew Mullis works to find the location of 
the marker. Ci,·il Engineering majors take two 
classes on survaying, one in the spring of their 
freshman year usi ng older technology 
equipment and another in the fall of their 
sophomore year using curren t technology. 
Junior Civil Engineering majors work on their 
concrete cylinders. By changing the ratio of 
large rock and small rock the properties of the 
concrete changes . 
Freshman Travis McKittri zk takes a break 
from surveying and plays a little baseball with 
the survey ing marker while group members 
Andre Twarek and Elisha Dodd watch. 
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Civil Engineering Civil Engineering 
Grad Student 
Rui Zhang 
Seniors 
Micah Beaver 
Joel Ericson 
Andrew Gordon 
Robert Guratzsch 
Joshua Hudson 
Jennifer Krause 
Leo Morand 
Brian Newman 
Angela Reynolds 
Tara Strahle 
Juniors 
Jordan Aigner 
Eric Beier 
Aaron Burke 
Walter Flood 
Bryce Gast 
Nicholas Harden 
Amy Haymaker 
Derek Hughes 
Daniel Hunt 
David Korman 
Wendy Packard 
Amanda Stevens 
Kevin Waldroup 
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Civil Engineering Civil Engineering 
Sophomores 
Matthew Albert 
Clint Bryant 
Aaron Chandler 
Noah Fehrenbache1 
David Honan 
Brian Kindinger 
Spring Mc Ewen 
James Walter 
Amee Wicks 
Jacob Wilhoit 
Freshmen 
William Alston 
Elisha Dodd 
Philip Griffith 
Jason Lange 
Travis Mc Kittrick 
Andrew Mullis 
Cory Powell 
Amanda Sheehe 
Scott Tourville 
Andrew Twarek 
Carrie Wiley 
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Computer Science Computer Science Computer 
Change and Preparation 
This year saw a lot of change and 
preparation for change in the department 
of Computer Science and Software 
Engineering. In recognition of the 
significant role software engineering has in 
the department's curriculum, the name of 
the department was changed early this 
academic year. The near future will see an 
investigation of changing the name of the 
computer science major. 
This year marked the first year that 
CSlOO was not taught. It was al so the first 
year that the three new introductory 
computer science courses were fully 
available. While this change is not yet 
completely finished, the bulk of the 
transition has already taken place and the 
changes appear to be as beneficial to the 
students as was predicted when they were 
approved. 
After 15 years as head of the department, 
Frank Young decided that he would retire 
at the end of this academic year. This 
necessitated a national search for a new 
Seniors 
Emanuel Bettelheim 
Jason Bourg 
Timothy Clark 
David Drapac 
Alan Fisher 
John Glattfelt 
department head. After reviewing the 
pool and interviewing three excellent 
candidates, the position was offered 
to Cary Laxer and he accepted. 
Two new facu lty members will be 
arriving this fall . Donald Bagert is 
coming from Texas Tech with 
extensive ex'")Jertise and experience in 
software engineering. Laurence 
Merkle is coming from the Air Force 
Academy where he coordinated their 
transition to use Java in the 
introductory courses. This will 
increase the department size to ten 
faculty members. 
This year saw the graduation of an 
exceptionally talented group of 
majors. Twenty-two of the forty-
seven computer science majors 
graduated with honors, eight of them 
graduating surnma cum laude. Two of 
the fi ve Heminway Medalists majored 
in computer science. 
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Computer Science Faculty. Front Row: Dr. David Mutchler, 
Dr. Michael Wollowski, Dr. Cary Laxer, Dr. JP Mellor. Back 
Row: Dr. Frank Young, Secretary Lynn Degler, Dr. Andy 
Kinley, Dr. Frank Young, Dr. Mark Ardis. 
Mike Shaul concentrates on his work 
whlie in lab. The Computer Science 
Department has two computer labs in 
the basement of Logan Libary. 
Two students discuss 
their work with Dr. 
David Mutchler. 
Science Computer Science Computer Scien 
Seniors 
Sarah Greenle 
Scott Himes 
Amber Jonker 
Jennifer Lay 
Andrew Lehman 
Charles Maupin 
Sean Mc Cue 
Bill Me Kenna 
Thomas Meyer 
Jim Munafo 
Duane Musser 
Adam Porter 
Tyler Smith 
Chris Unton 
Jason Wendling 
David Wicke 
Juniors 
Chris Barrell 
Alex Bowers 
Sarah Destremps 
Matthew Ford 
Brian Kiefer 
Alex Lo 
Brian Marler 
Noor Martin 
John Mastin 
Ian Myers 
Tom Schneider 
John Taylor 
Sophomores 
David Aramant 
Anthony Bergstrom 
Victoria Bowman 
James Brewer 
Ryan Cavanaugh 
Stephen Chamblee 
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Computer Science Computer Science 
Sophomores 
Danielle Claxton 
Chris Csicsko 
Ryan Dagey 
Kristin Davies 
Brent Ellwein 
Josh Hertz 
Timothy Hunt 
John Knez 
Alex Kutsenok 
Zack Miller 
lteven Montgomery 
Andrew Morin 
Hardy Spry 
Micah Taylor 
Shawn Windler 
Freshmen 
Eric Borzello 
Jason Gladish 
JpGonzale 
Matthew Gordon 
Eric Hopf 
Lauren Johnson 
Adam Livingston 
Craig McRoberts 
Eric Munchel 
Patrick Roby 
Chris Scribner 
Jason Segar 
Dan Shugan 
Jacob Silvia 
Kellan Wampler 
Matt Weinstock 
John Witting 
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Computer and Electrical Engineering 
Elcclrical and Com11utcr Engineerin g Faculty. Fron! Row:Dr. David Vo llmer, Dr. Marc 
Herniter. Second Row: Dr. Ed Wheeler, Dr. Ed Doering, Dr. Ji anJian Song, Dr. Richard Ye Dr. 
Dan Moore, Dr. Cliff Grigg. Thi rd Row: Dr. Bruce Ferguson , Dr. Bruce Black, Dr. Bill Eccles, Dr. 
Fred Gerry. Dr. Fred Brockhurs l. Back Row: Secretary Sue Dayhuff, Dr. Mario Simoni , Dr. Tina 
Hudson. 
EE and CO have 
successful year 
The ECE department has had another great year. 
Dr. Padgett and Dr. Yoder are on sabbatical this year 
and Dr. Rostamkolai will be leaving for a sabbatical 
next year. Also, Dr. Hudson will be on a special leave 
fornextfall. 
Even though the ABET accreditation board 
commended the department for its excellent facilities, it 
is expected that massive updates will be needed before 
the next ABET visit. 
For the second consecutive year, Rose-Hulrnan 
Institute ofTechnology is ranked # 1, by U.S. News & 
World Report as the best undergraduate engineering 
program among colleges whose highest degree 
awarded is a bachelor 's or master's. Also, the 
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department along 
with Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineering 
received No. 1 rankings by U.S. News & World 
Report. 
Quinton Kramer and 
Brian Johnson work 
in one of the EE 
laboratori es on their 
senior projects . The 
senior projects lasl 
nearly two quarters. 
Kevi n Tireney uses a 
bread board and lots 
of equ ipment to work 
on a Computer 
Systems labora tory. 
Danie l Helms works 
on his Electr ica l 
Engineering Senior 
Proj ect. Some 
proj ects have an 
industria l client while 
olhcr projects are 
fu nded by gran ts. 
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Computer Engineering Computer Engineering 
Seniors 
Nicholas Anderson 
Jay Brotz 
D.J. Dames 
Michael Hawryluk 
David Heigl 
Daniel Helms 
Jayme Hero 
John Jungels 
Matthew Kasper 
Sara Klein 
Adam Kunsemiller 
Thomas MacKel 
Eric Nelson 
Peter Smith 
Cody Wagner 
Daniel Walter 
Juniors 
Aaron Blosser 
Nicholas Brown 
Michelle Einhorn 
Keith Henry 
Charlie Howell 
Richard Jovanovich 
Josh Lehnert 
Shane Milton 
David Odle 
Philip Sirota 
Nicholas Vote 
Sarah White 
Sophomores 
Matt Certain 
Ben Conner 
Nick Dames 
Dan Frank 
Jon Fuller 
Chris Geiger 
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Computer Engineering Computer Engineering 
Sophomores 
Nicholas Gergely 
Logan Harper 
Kyle Heath 
David Hodges 
Matt Howard 
Jeremy Jarvis 
Collin Krepps 
Michael Martin 
Andrew Orlowski 
Steve Parker 
Robin Rzepczynski 
Amanda Salwas 
Cort Severns 
Bruce Thackery 
Loree Viola 
Freshmen 
Wes Armstrong 
Jonathan Arndt 
Tyler Aune 
Eric Benz 
Stephen Bitullo 
Katharine Castro 
Philip Cook 
Kyle Cottongim 
Matthew Duff 
Matt Ellis 
Adam Fasen 
Matthew Fike 
Mark Garringer 
Jessica Gross 
Willis Hanke 
Ryan Harn 
Rebecca Hubbard 
Robert Iles 
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Computer Engineering Electrical Engineering 
Freshmen 
Matt Johnson 
Rebecca Johnson 
Jarrod Jones 
Chris Jung 
Wesley Kalata 
Patrick King 
Jensen Krage 
Martin Kuchle 
William Mac Leod 
Marlo Manaloto 
Alec Marin 
Michael Mc Cullough 
Bradley Miles 
Doug Mitchell 
Fred Pabon 
Kevin Patel 
Ashley Peckinpaugh 
Steveph Pierce 
Kyle Robinson 
Brandi Soggs 
Nicholas Stevens 
Alexander Van Brunt 
Justin Woo 
Brad Yoder 
Isaac Zimmer 
Grad Students 
Zhen Ji 
Marcus Schweiker 
Revadi Shrirem 
Kanchane Srinivasan 
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Electrical Engineering Electrical Engineering 
Seniors 
Chad Alojipan 
Michael Baker 
Brad Brosmer 
Alexander Claffey 
Steve Corbin 
Matthew Crain 
Don Harrington 
Elizabeth Huttsell 
Brian Johnson 
Zach Kissel 
Quentin Kramer 
Matt Landin 
Thomas Lautenschlag~ 
Valerie Sharp 
Brandon Shields 
Kelly Sullivan 
Juniors 
Mishima Alam 
Dave Atkinson 
Alison Bailey 
Ryan Brown 
Joshua Butler 
Cara Dant 
April Duncan 
Chris Dupin 
Nick Gold 
Ben Huchaba 
Bryan Hunt 
Lucas Johnson 
Jeff Kleinlein 
Jonathan Low 
Larry MacEjlea 
Jacob Meyers 
Jennifer Morrison 
Michael Nickelson 
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Electrical Engineering Electrical Engineering 
Juniors 
Adam Tieman 
Mike Till 
Travis Troyer 
Mark Vyvoda 
Dulany Weaver 
Matt Weyer 
Sophomores 
John Amt 
Scott Clark 
Jason Clifford 
Justin Dillman 
Chad Ellis 
Michael Gaintner 
Nate Goergen 
Scott Herber 
Jeff Keacher 
Michael Kincaid 
Shawn Kujawa 
Katie Lafoe 
JieLu 
Jed Marshall 
Amanda Martin 
Aaron Mc Combs 
Aaron Merkel 
James Miernicki 
James Patterson 
Jeremy Sands 
Josh Scott 
Liz Shook 
Jesse Somann 
Kari Unverfehrt 
Dustin Vandeventer 
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Electrical Engineering Electrical Engineering 
Freshmen 
Blair Ailor 
Lance Baker 
MattBedel 
John Bergstrom 
David Blubaugh 
Martin Brenny 
Amanda Brindley 
Jennifer Cain 
Chris Cummings 
Christopher Denlinge 
Cheryl Fang 
Paul Grande 
Justin Harger 
Ryan Hood 
David Kaiser 
John Kolodick 
Ariane Levy 
Erik Louis 
Heiko Maiwand 
Eric Mc Donough 
Eric Morse 
Jamie Myers 
Douglas Nelson 
Kris Renfro 
Amy Sibilia 
Stephanie Smith 
Joseph Stein ocher 
Eric Tollefson 
Jacob Vieck 
Chris Waters 
Eleanor Wehner 
Joshua Zabek 
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Rounding out the 
Rose-Hulrnan Education 
This year, the Humanities and Social 
Sciences Department continued its 
misson to serve the liberal education 
needs ofRose-Hulman students while 
providing a variety of cwTicular and 
extra-cWTicular opporttmities for 
students to grow both intellectually and 
emotionally. 
During the swnmer of2001 , retiring 
fonner department head Dr. Peter F. 
Parshall edited a commemorative issue 
of the now-defunct student literary 
magazine, The Quarterly, a copy of 
which was presented to each student. 
The department also sponsored the 
annual student-writing contest, with 
new categories ranging from 
Technology and Society to 
Interpretation of Texts and Cultures. The 
department also displayed the results of, 
and awarded prizes for, the annual 
student photo show. During the year, 
the department also hosted a variety of 
popular speakers for Rose students, 
including a Bay of Pigs survivor and a 
panel on the September 11 tragedy. 
New initiatives for the department 
included several courses which 
combined on-campus study with an 
overseas experience. One investigated 
the ancient ruins of Mexico, while the 
other explored the contemporary and 
historical dimensions of Japanese 
culture. Due to the success of these 
courses, the department is working on 
Engineering 
Management 
Faculty. Front 
Row: Dr. Teny 
Schumacker, 
William Kline. 
Back Row:Lisa 
eese, Dr. Tom 
Mason. 
providing additional overseas studies 
opportunities for our students. 
This year, due to the growth of the 
student body, the HSS welcomed a 
number of new professors to our school. 
Dr. Kevin Christ joined us from St. Louis 
University in economics, Dr. John 
Gardner in Spanish from the University 
of Colorado, Dr. Richard House in 
English from the University ofCalifomia 
at Irvine, Dr. Lance Hickey as a visiting 
professor in philosophy from Columbia 
University and Merry Chambers as a 
cheerful presence in the secretarial chair. 
Merry replaced Betty Moore, who had 
devotedly served the department for 
twenty-five years. A number of facu lty 
in economics and English were also 
recruited for next year. The new 
professors make it possible for the HSS 
Department to offer a greater variety of 
elective courses and to make existing 
courses available at more convenient 
times. ln conjunction with the added 
faculty, the department also has begun 
placing a greater emphasis on its 
economics major along with a its large 
variety of disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary area minors. 
The HSS Department is committed to 
broadening the educational environment 
at Rose-Hulman. The outstanding 
teaching evaluations department faculty 
receive testify that we are succeeding in 
that mission. 
Humanities and Social Sciences Faculty. Front Row: Dr. Pat 
Carlson, Dr. Scott Clark, Dr. Victor Rivas. Second Row: Dr. 
Terrence Casey. Dr. Andreas Michel, Dr. Pat Brophy. Third 
Row: Dr. Antonio de la Cova, Dr. Ann Watt, Dr. Caroline 
Corvill. Fourth Row: Dr. John Gardner, Dr. Sayuri Kubota, Dr 
Richard House, Dr. Kevin Crist. Fifth Row: Dr. _ ___ _ 
Secretary Merry Chambers, Dr. Mike Kukral . Back Row: Dr. 
Dale Bremmer, Dr. Tomas Masson, Dr. William Pickett, Dr. 
Heidimarie Heeter, Dr. Heinz Luegenbiehl. 
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rad Student 
Ryan Barton 
Jessica Huggins 
Freshmen 
Joshua Matthews 
Matt Mc Cormick 
Josiah Yoder 
Zachariah Yoder 
Josh Elgin gives his Technical 
Communication Poster Presentation. 
Technical Conununications was 
restructured to include many smaller 
projects and papers. 
Dr. Antonio de la Cova speaks at the 
September 11th panel discussion. 
Members of the September 11th pannel 
included a professor of Political Science 
and the Army in addition to many other 
experts. 
Kevin Spontack, Nick McKinney, Hardly 
Spry, and Brandon Ross work on paper 
cranes at the Orizuru session. The 
cranes were part of a September 11th 
memorial. 
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Success and awards at 
contests 
This past year has been quite an 
eventful one for the Rose-Hulman 
Mathematics department! Over the 
stunrner of2001 , forty-seven incoming 
freshmen spent five weeks of their 
summer at the Rose-Hulman campus 
participating in Rose-Hulman 's Fast Track 
Calculus program, where they each earned 
15 credits for Calculus I, II, and III. 
A nwnber of our students also 
participated in a number of math contests 
and conferences around the state this 
past year. John Bergstrom, Kyle Caplinger, 
Dean Fehlau, JP Gonzalez, Jennifer 
Guerard, Marcy Hammer, Amber Hoke, 
Laura Krause, Alex Kutsenok, Jason 
Lange, Matthew McConnick, Adam 
Mc Keever, George Nixon, Adam Roesner, 
Chris Scribner, Mark Smith, Guy 
Srinivasan, Eric Tollefson, Scott Tourville, 
Jonathan Trojan, Andrew Twarek, Kellan 
Wampler, Matthew Weinstock, Kathy 
Wyrzykowski , Josiah Yoder, and Zack 
Yoder participated in the 13th Annual 
Alfred R. Schmidt Freshman Mathematics 
Competition held September 2001 . Nate 
Berglund Kyle Caplinger, Michael Ewing, 
Dean Fehlau, Matt Katinas, Adam 
Thompson, Jonathan Trojan, Andrew 
Twarek, Kellan Wampler, Matt Weinstock, 
and Stephen Young all participated in the 
math contest at Virigina Tech this past 
year. Nate Berglund, Mike Ewing, Dean 
Fehlau, Phillip Powell, Eric Smith, Guy 
Srinivasan, Adam Thompson, Kellan 
Dr. Rader works an example in an upper 
level math course. 
Dr. Muir teaches Statistics, a course now 
required by most majors because of the 
increasing use of statistics in industry. 
Students often take their laptops to math 
classes to work problems and take notes 
using Maple. 
Wake up John Stoner. You are in math 
class. John is one of the few math 
majors at Rose Hulman. 
Steve Dodson and Logan Bowers try to 
keep up as the formulas in statistics get 
more complicated at the end of the 
quarter. 
Wan1pler, and Stephen Young 
represented Rose-Hubnan at the Indiana 
College Mathematics Competition at 
Anderson University. Nate Berglund, 
Lucas Beverlin, and Stephen Young al l 
also presented papers at the 19th 
Annual Undergraduate Math 
Conference held on campus in March 
2002. 
Our students also have received their 
sl}are of awards this year, too . Stephen 
Young, Matt Katinas, Nate Berglund, 
and Kellan Wampler ranked in the top 
500 out of2954 participants in the 62nd 
Annual William Lowell Putnam 
Mathematical Competition. The team of 
Nate Berglund, Mike Ewing and Stephen 
Young received Honorable Mention in 
the Mathematical Contest in Modeling 
and the team of Guy Srinivasan, Eric 
Tollefson and Kellan Wampler received a 
Successful Participant Award. Within 
the department, Stephen Young received 
the Clarence P. Sousley Award, which is 
awarded by vote of the mathematics 
faculty to a graduating senior 
mathematics major who has 
demonstrated exceptional performance 
in mathematics. Also, Kellen Wampler 
received the Theodore Paine Palmer 
Award. This prize is also awarded by 
vote of the mathematics faculty to a 
student who has demonstrated 
excellence in mathematics during the 
freshman year. 
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Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics 
Seniors 
Lucas Beverlin 
Anthony Bye 
Juniors 
Eva Barlow 
John Stoner 
Freshmen 
Steven Aymond 
Brian Barker 
Justin Perry 
Mathematics Faculty. Front Row: Dr. LeRoy Franklin, Dr. Yosi Shibberu, Dr. Tanya Leise, 
Secretary Terri Muscan, Dr. Diane Evans, Dr. David Finn. Second Row: Dr. David Rader, 
Dr. Joshua Holder, Dr. Steve Carlson, Dr. Kurt Bryan, Dr. Thomas Langley, Dr. Elton 
Graves. Back Row: John Rickert, Dr. Jerry Muir, Dr. Allen Broughton, Dr. Jeffery Leader. 
Ian Myers enjoys the chairs. Crapo now has tables and adjustable chairs in all the 
rooms, a step up from the long rows of chairs mounted to the floor. 
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Continued Strength and 
Dedication 
The strength of any department 
is its faculty and staff The 
mechanical engineering faculty and 
staff are committed to providing a 
dynamic and innovative learning 
environment and to maintaining and 
increasing their technical 
competence in a rapidly changing 
world. The faculty understands 
that people are more important 
than things and encourage each 
student to seek out faculty when 
he or she has academic problems or 
needs guidance concerning his or 
her career. 
The face of the department 
continues to change as long-serving 
faculty move onto retirement and 
new energetic faculty seek to 
motivate promising engineers. Dr. 
C. Mallory North announced his 
retirement after 22 years of service 
to Rose-Hulrnan. The Mechanical 
Engineering Department hired two 
new faculty, Dr. Brad Burchett from 
Oregon State University and Dr. 
Clark Merkel from North Dakota 
State University. 
Two faculty enhanced their 
careers while on sabbatical this 
year. Dr. Wayne Sanders spent a 
quarter at Kanazawa Institute of 
Technology, Japan. Dr. Don 
Richards used his sabbatical to 
consult in industry and continue 
textbook writing. 
The mechanical engineering 
curriculum is designed to prepare 
students for a wide range of 
productive careers. Thus, the 
education is based on the 
fundamental principals of science 
and engineering which provide a 
strong foundation that enables 
students to apply what they have 
learned to the complex 
technological problems of today 
and to teach themselves the new 
technologies of tomorrow. Since 
mechanical engineering is a broad 
field of endeavor, the curriculum 
offers a strong technical elective 
program to allow students to craft a 
broad educational experience. 
Mechanical Engineering Faculty. Front Row: Dr. Zac Chambers, Dr. C. Mallory North. Back Row: Mr. 
Mike Fulk, Mr. Ray Bland, Dr. Don Richards, Dr. Tom Adams, Dr. David Purdy, Dr. Phi l Cornwell, Dr. Patsy 
Brackin, Dr. Andy Mech, Dr. Jerry Fine, Dr. David tienstra, Dr. Wayne Sanders, Dr. Jim Mayhew, Dr. Rick 
Stamper, Dr. Lee Waite, Dr. Richard Layton, Mrs. Paula Duggins, Dr. Brad Burchett, Dr. Darrell Gibson, Dr. 
Don Morin, Dr. Clark Merkel. 
Worki ng in the machi ne shop. 
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Joe Hilger works in the Mechanica l Engineeri ng Lab usi ng the wi nd 
tunnel. The lab is located between the Moench and Myers bul idings . 
Grant Reeves uses a drill press to drill through a meta l block. The 
Machine shop was used by ME's fo r many di fferent projects. 
'!-
Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineerin 
Grad Students 
Daniel Abicht 
Dieter Schwarzman 
Kenred Staeler 
Seniors 
Casey Behringer 
Marsha Bergh 
David Berty 
Matt Blachek 
Darin Buening 
Jason Childs 
Bryce Clark 
Justin De Well 
Kyle Deckard 
Meryl Dillon 
Jam es Donaldson 
Stephen Donaldson 
Eric Faith 
John Fell 
Karen Fuhrmann 
Jennifer Funk 
Joseph Gallagher 
Christopher Hawk 
Joseph Hilger 
Jon Hornbach 
Wilson Hubbell 
Jeffrey lten 
ScottJoji 
Joshua Jusko 
Matthew King 
Brian Knight 
Jim Kubicek 
Marcus Lammeier 
Christopher Miller 
Cory Miller 
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Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
Seniors 
Travis Moore 
David Moser 
Adam Myers 
Teresa Neal 
Kevin Olsen 
Brian Pecora 
Matthew Price 
Bryan Rose 
Chris Schuette 
Jamie Searcy 
Peter Seyler 
Matt Smith 
Jerry Sobota 
Bryon Sohns 
Kyle Spontak 
Andrew Steen 
Cassandria Wright 
<\lexander Yovanovich 
Juniors 
Keith Atkinson 
Rae Azorandia 
Paul Baldeshwiler 
Jason Bowe 
Chris Bratten 
Sam Burton 
Tim Buschur 
James Byrne 
Jennifer Clevenger 
Andrew Crisman 
Michael Crran 
Josh Elgin 
Elizabeth Farquhar 
Dan Gallagher 
JimGinther 
Daniel Hedman 
Andrew Jauhola 
Tim Kibbey 
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Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
' 
Juniors 
Frank Levinson 
Jesse Mc Quiston 
Duane Meyer 
Russell Morris 
Rory Sant 
Curtis Schmitt 
Andrew Sctipper 
Kyle Smith 
Eric Soller 
Gordon Thompson 
Daren Wade 
Alex Woods 
Sophomores 
Luke Asleson 
Marc Bassett 
Aaron Bergh 
Karen Bonnema 
Andrew Boyd 
Greg Busch 
Brandon Carter 
William Casey 
Michael Chansky 
Chester Clark 
Robert Drake 
David Dzwonek 
Matt Faulder 
James Fio Rito 
Jessica Gardner 
Stacey Gonya 
Aaron Gordon 
Joshua Gregory 
Jennifer Hamilton 
Jackson Jenkins 
Brian Knaup 
Jason Labella 
Derek Luebke 
Patrick Lunsford 
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Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
Sophomores 
Jenni Matheny 
Jeremy Morris 
Jon Pohlman 
Rachel Rieck 
Derrick Schimming 
Jonathan Schroeder 
Jennifer Shafer 
Justin Smith 
Jordan Strunk 
Thomas Wangler 
Emily Williams 
Wes Worsham 
Paul Zimmermann 
Freshmen 
Lary Anderson 
Josh Annin 
Amber Aspevig 
Jared Augsburger 
Adnan Ayub 
Kristy Bailey 
Evan Balliinger 
Drew Beyer 
Noppon Chaijaroonrat 
Nathan Cheney 
Leslie Conrad 
Eric Diehl 
Emily Dieter 
Andrew Dragon 
Ryan Eriksen 
David Evans 
Jared Farmer 
Colin Faucett 
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Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineerin 
Freshmen 
Jedediah Frey 
Jonathon Fruchte 
Jared Holcomb 
Matt Housand 
Amy Hudak 
Adam Jarboe 
Matthew Jenson 
Tom Juettner 
Jacob Klug 
KevinKnue 
Jason Knueven 
Laura Krause 
Douglas Landis 
Justin Lapp 
Brianna Leahy 
Benjamin Leonard 
Darrin Lowe 
Andrea Mailloux 
Alex Matsen 
Clint Mc Clellan 
Melissa Melvin 
Marieda Mergele 
Ben Mertz 
JeffMoge 
Laura Nasb 
Larassa Oaks 
Serena Oaks 
Josh Persels 
Michael Radigan 
Evan Ramey 
Brandon Reese 
Adam Roesner 
Spencer Schipper 
Andy Shold 
Scott Small 
Nathan Soyer 
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Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
Freshmen 
Emily Timperman 
Adam Troup 
Daniel Unger 
Bridget Wiltgen 
Michelle Witt 
Katherine Wyrzykowski 
Donald Yearloy III 
Isaac Zimmer 
Seniors working on their senior design project, a required class for 
graduation . 
Josh Clough uses a digital camera to document hi s experiment using the wind 
tunnel. 
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Ph'jsics & Optical Engineering 
Heather O' Hern and Juan Paul Gonzales work on the Optical 
Engineering project for Engineers Week. Students competed in events 
throughout the week sponsored by different departments . 
New Department name 
to reflect all programs 
It has been a year of big events and 
changes in the Physics and Applied 
Optics department - starting off with the 
name of the department. This year, it was 
officially changed to the Department of 
Physics and Optical Engineering, 
reflecting not only our Physics Bachelor 's 
degree, but also our nationally recognized 
Bachelor 's and Master 's programs in 
Optical Engineering, one of the few of its 
kind in the country. 
Our facu lty and students have also 
been very busy this year with the many 
research projects taking place in our 
department. This year, we received a great 
deal of recognition for the Wombat 
project we are working on in conjunction 
with the NSWC at Crane. This project is 
being directed by Dr. Siahmakoun and 
involves not only our graduate students, 
but two post docs as well. Congressman 
Hostettler was a guest here at Rose-
Hulman to look at the latest activities of 
the Wombat project and also to initiate 
the extension of the third-year funding 
for the project. Several department 
faculty members also played key roles in 
acquiring a grant from KECK to start a 
MEMS lab here at Rose-Hulinan. The 
department also published a book 
summarizing the research activities of all 
the faculty members. 
There are also a few changes 
occurring with the faculty and staff of 
the Physics and Optical Engineering 
department. Next year, we will be 
welcoming Dr. Nahm, a visiting 
professor from South Korea. We also 
wish to congratulate the Kirkpatricks on 
the bi.Jth of their son, Ryan. 
Physics and Optical Engineering Faculty. 
Front Row: Dr. Scott Kirkpatrick, Dr. Elaine 
Kirkpatrick, Technician Albert McGarvey, Dr. 
Maarij Syed . Second Row: Secretary Pamela 
Hamilton, Dr. Michael Moloney, Dr. Azad 
Siahmakoun, Dr. Joseph West. Third Row: Dr. 
Richard Ditton, Dr. Maiestkina, Dr. Sudipa 
Kirtley. Back Row: Dr. Jerry Wagner, Dr. 
Charles Joenathan, Dr. Serg io Granieri , Trudy 
Sladek. 
Physics 3 student works on the lab i11\'olving 
lenses in the hall of Moench. 
Working on a hologram in an upper le,·el 
physics class. Making a hologram is simialar 
process to developing a photograph . 
----
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Grad Students 
Seniors 
Steven Hughes 
Juniors 
Chad Dunham 
Sophomores 
Eric Sword 
Freshmen 
James Mandez 
Ryan Snyder 
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Physics & Optical Engineering 
Academics and People 
Optical Engineering 
Zhan Chen 
Doug McGregor 
Amy Reed 
Ryan Thompson 
Mark Smith 
Depq rl:mentq I Lego Contest 
Each department was supplied with Legos and asked to build 
something that represented the department using the Legos provided. 
Five entries were received. The yearbook staff judged the Applied 
Biology Department to be the winners for their Lego DNA The winning 
department received doughnuts and juice for their accomplishment. 
Thank you to all who participated. 
The Humanities and Social 
Sciences Department 
submitted "HSS Seeks 
Truth" and a sculpture of a 
person reading a book. 
The winning enay of Lego 
DNA was submitted by the 
Applied Biology 
Department. The Legos 
circle around the backbone 
of the structure. 
The Chemical Engineering 
Department build a chemical 
plant including a reactor , 
heat exchanger, and 
distillation column. 
Physics and Optical 
Engineering's "Michelson 's 
Interferometer" which is a 
demonstration of optical 
interference. The 
submission was impressive 
but did use parts not 
supplied to the department. 
The Mechanical 
Engineering Department 
submitted "ME# l " and a 
crank shaft. 
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Ooops, Did I reall'j 
Sa'j that? 
It has been a tradition of the Rose-
Hulman Thorn to print "Wacky Prof 
Quotes" each week. When the Thorn 
considered discontinuing the Flip Side, the 
section of the paper containing the quotes, 
students responded by saying that the Prof 
Quotes were the best part of the newspaper. 
Professors are human too. 
"gb~~~ 
~<L~ 
~'~ 
~ta~ 
aW~~ 
~~ 
aW" - GDlf,. 
~ 
"Houghta/ 
"I'd rather admit 
to molesting 
children than 
use Maple on 
th is problem." -
Dr. Bryan doing 
it for the children 
en recent/ d Y told 
reads the rno t rne that Friday . 
. s , becaus is the da h 
is going to e he doesn 't k y e 
ernbar now wh · 
Th rass the d lch Prof orn epartrn 
, and he'll h ent by be; . 
doing darna ave to spend the Who/ ng m the 
ge control • A e afternoon 
· - non 
Yrnous Civil P 
rof. 
"For insurance companies, 
they classify a 'success' as 
your death" -Dr. Franklin, on 
binomial random variables 
"HIT YOURSELF IN THE HERD R COUPLE OF T/flES. IT'LL COflE 
TO YOU" -DR. BRYAN. Glf)ING SOflE LOSER R HARD T/flE 
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"The network's 
been up and 
down like a 
whore's 
underpants" -
Dr. Oexmann, 
making the 
son of pun he's 
infamous for 
6.ltf!/t in,t;o, tlze lwle " -
[jffe,, <?/tien6tJCa 
"If I told you why I was 
tired, you'd think i was 
bragging." -Dr. Sanders. 
explaining why he w as 
up late last night 
"This is a 
communist 
regime. 
You have 
to vote!" -
Dr. 
Ditteon, 
laying 
down the 
law on 
class 
participation 
l 
"l'viA .sLc~ of -peo-pLe u.sLV\,g tVw.se 11\,ClVVtbtj -
peiviAbtj S I UV\,Lt.s to cfo -probLeVVt.s wLtVi . s o 
out of .s-pLte we wLLL use EV\,gLL.sVi ul/\,Lt.s ." -
Dr. ML.sovLcVi to ViL.s -poLu VVter.s cLci.s.s 
"ANOTHER_ 
COMMENT 
I WANTED 
TO MAKE 
ABOUT 
YOUR_ 
BOOK: 
"You can lay a body any 
way you want" - Dr. 
Letsinger, talking about 
var ious body posit ions 
EVERY 
PICTUR_E IN 
CHAPTER_ 
35 IS 
WR_ONG."-
D R_. 
DITIEON, 
MAKING 
THE CLASS 
WONDER_ 
WHY THEY 
EVEN 
CHOSE 
THAT 
BOOK. 
"It's teacher 
appreciation week. 
So, dammit, 
appreciate me!" -Prof. 
"I looked up UNIX 
in the dictionary 
and I don't want 
to be one"-Dr. 
"If you haven't 
noticed as you 
walk around K-Mart 
here in Indiana, we 
have a lot of big 
people." -Dr. 
Stamper, making 
fun of your mom 
again 
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Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff 
President Dr. Samuel Hulbert 
Registrar's Office 
Beverly Turner, Dawn Henley, Jan Lind, Tim 
Prickel 
Career Services 
Sonnie Hill, Arleen Anderson, Jan Ford, Kevin 
Hewerdine 
Assistant to the President Dean of Faculty Art Western 
Linda Gilbert Assistant to Dean of Faculty Jeanne Liffick 
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~ Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staf 
Logan Library Front Row: Jen Jerrell, Amy Harshbarger. 
Back Row: Richard Bernier, John Robson 
Learning Center Jodi Daugherty, Susan Smith, Chesley 
Cuicchi, Carrie McCammon, Mike Timmons 
Student Affairs 
Front Row: Kim Jones, Melinda 
Middleton, Karen DeGrange, Jill Mishler, 
Kathy Gambill, Tom Miller. Back Row: 
Erik Hayes, Luann Hastings, Pete 
Gustafson 
Institute of Research, Planning, and Assessment Timothy 
Chow, Mark Schawitsch, Gwen Lee-Thomas, Gloria Rogers, 
Kathy Gregory 
Union Office Sandy Keaton, Heather Dalton, Donna Gustafson 
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Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff 
Admissions Office 
Front Row: Jam es Goecker, Tara Parmeter, Kelly Henson, Paula 
Clingerman. Back Row: Lisa Olson, Chuck Howard, Aaron 
Kelley, Nancy Apple. 
Development Office 
Front Row: Janet Newman, 
Teresa Goddard, Shirley 
Drake, Karen O'Rorke, 
Kerry Schaffer. Back Row: 
David Haynes, Dick Boyce, 
Mark Richter, William 
Foraker. 
External Affairs 
Front Row: Hyung-Jung 
Chung, Donna Bums, Kevin 
Lanke. Back Row: David 
Piker, Bryan Taylor, Dale 
Long. 
Business Office 
Front Row: Danielle Helt, 
Jill Beeler. Second Row: 
Loretta Oms by, Linda Price, 
Lisa Reid. Third Row: Betty 
Reece, Michelle Kirkpatrick. 
Fourth Row: Dave Hahn, 
Connie Bell. Fifth Row: 
Robin McClintock, Andrea 
Gordon. Back Row: Darin 
Greggs, Rob Coons. 
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Administrative Services Staff 
Front Row: Dan Wells, Susan Butts, Pat Jeffries, Jill Greenwood, 
Jack Bagley. Back Row: Michael Howard, Jeff Schoonover, 
Matt McNichols, Lisa Keyes. 
-
Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staf 
Asstistant Dean of Faculty 
Dr. Dan Moore, Terri Gosnell, Gary Burgess 
Human Resources 
Annette Brainard, Kim Miller, Jana Grimes, Jessica Crull, Cindy 
Creasey 
Development, External Affairs, and 
Alumni Affairs 
Front Row: JanetNewman, DonnaBurns, 
Trudy Sladek, Shirley Drake, Hyung-Jung 
Chung. Second Row: Bunny Nash, 
Teresa Goddard, Kerry Schaffer, Karen 
O'Rorke, Dee Reed, Brian Dyer. Back 
Row: Dick Boyce, David Haynes, Mark 
Richter, Kevin Lankee, David Piker, 
William Foraker.. 
IAIT 
Front Row: Steve Cox, Dan Pigg, Nathan 
Beittenrniller, Lisa Richey, Kelley Duggins, 
Barbara Myers, Erik Johnson, Kevin 
Davidson, Dan Hamlin. Back Row: Louis 
Turcotte, David Stevenson, Sonny Kirtley, 
Nancy Bauer, Frank Cuicchi, Amy 
Harshbarger, Mitch Baker, James 
Newton, Kevin Caskey, Darryl Mouck, 
Troy Timberman, Lisa Fane, Stephen 
Jones, Rich Bernier, Jim Koutsoupmpas, 
Darren Peterson, Brian Dougherty. 
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Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff 
Bookstore 
Seated: Kim 
Mccarter. Standing: 
Brenda Elliot, Anita 
Creasey, Sheryl Fulk. 
Health Services 
Cheryl Burgess, Dr. 
Robert Hojnicki 
SRC 
Front Row: Matt Egloff, Sean Bendel, 
Eric Koehler, Russ Mollet, Bill Lange. 
Second Row: Greg Ruark, Jim Shaw, 
Cinda Gee, Brenda Davis, Bill Welch, 
Jody Prete. Back Row: Ron 
Clinkenbeard, Jon Prevo, Brad Hunter, 
Michael Ray, Jeff Jenkins, Linda Flo 
Sears. 
Housekeepers 
Table Oeft to right): Brenda Harmon, Bill 
Wilson, Towanda Graham, Peggy Shake, 
Paul Wafzig. Sitting: Pat Fields, Veatrice 
Dowers, Angie Bogard, Charles Walls, 
Nancy Nerdlinger, Wendy McCall. 
Standing: Diana Haughee, Bev Airhart, 
Dave Hamenstafer, Cindy Boswell, Helen 
Girton, Cindy Abrams, Sue Garry, 
Barbara Kingery, Sue Pflueger. 
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Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staff Staf 
Ventures 
Front Row: Janice Chen, Ronald 
Hofinann, James Eifert, Diann Ringo. 
Second Row: Brij Khorana, Pat Krupa, 
Sudershan Tirumala, Johnathan Labayo, 
Jaime Tigner, Hongwei Liu, Brad 
Kelsheimer, Betty Dyer. Back Row: 
Deanna Reed, Jim Baker, Brian 
Dougherty, Robert Davignon, Kris Kiger, 
Casey Crabb, Barry Davignon, Chris 
Hebb, J ayanth Puttappa, Drew Gehman, 
Barbara Mullen, Alan Youngblood, Earl 
Neeley Coons 
Facilities Operations 
ARAMARK 
Front Row: Bob Fields, Connie Fields, 
Jackie Johnston, Bill Cunningham, Kathy 
Cunningham, Dave Hart, Nikki Mezo, 
Sharon Ardell. Second Row: Ryan 
Rogers, Annette Black, Chris Wilson, Sue 
Hanna, Karen Wahl, Linda Daugherty, 
Kim Easton. Back Row: Pat Kelly, Mary 
Phillips, Mark Farner, Susan Nicoson, 
Patrick Dugger 
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Residence Halls Residence Halls Residence Halls 
BSB 1 
Front Row: Brock South, Wes Kalata, 
Chad Alojipan : Second Row: Jon Pohlman, 
Brad Walker, Andrew Getchell, Kyle 
Cottongim, Kevin Patel , Chris Waters, 
Evan Ramey, Tyler Hileman, Larry Mike, 
Frank Anderson, Argha Raychodhury, 
Adam Fasen, Pat King, Andrew Dragon. 
Third Row: Dave Breiding, Dylan Havard, 
Tom Drochner, Doug Landis, Matt Barnes, 
Tom Richter, Wes Gearhart, Steve Kramb, 
Steve Reed, Bryan Shaw, Dave Evans. 
Back Row: Trevor Claffey, Dan Huey, 
Mark Sauter, Steve Shambaugh, Andy 
Mullis, Dave Olecki , Ben Mertz, Spencer 
Schipper, Sean Brewer, Justin Benedict, 
Neil Harrison, Ryan Hood. 
BSB2 
Jared Holcomb, Alexander Thomas, Thomas 
Juettner, Corey Blevins, Jared Farmer, 
Dustin Pell, Robert Iles, Paul Grande, Mark 
Ryan, Ryan Sullivan, Brandon Reese, Andre 
Moorman, Charles Stark, Brad Mernone, 
Joshua Annin, Jerry Bill, Kevin Knuw, Kyle 
Robinson, Christopher Dyer, Bill McKenna, 
Guy Srinivasan, Jonathon Fruchte, Steven 
Aymond, Clinton McClellan, Darrin Lowe, 
Christopher Cummins, Kyle Orman, Ryan 
Prince, Heiko Maiwand, Andrew Nuetzel, 
Leon Organ, Aditya Kapoor, Elliott Nethero, 
Timothy Poplin, Michael Martin, William 
MacLeod, Shane Frederick, Eric 
McDonough, Bryant Eismeier, Michael 
Radigan, Jonathan Batmen, Michael 
Schneck, Richard Graham, John Burgner, 
Matthew Rittorno, Kristopher Renfro. 
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BSB 3 
Front Row: Laura Hemming, Amanda Bower, Jessica Frank. Second Row: Cheryl Fang, 
Jennifer Gueraro, Brandi Soggs, Jennifer Cain, Amy Hudak, Jessica Gardner, Dianna Artigue. 
Third Row: Andrea Mailloux, Amanda Olvey, Dawn Shipley, Marcy Hammer, Stephanie 
Smith, Elizabeth Cazzie, Kim Smith. Fourth Row: Elisha Dodd, Laura Nash, Becky Jolmson, 
Emily Timperman, Rebecca Martin, Jessica Gross, Amanda Chenery, Laura Krause, Krista 
Gonnerman, Melissa Melvin, Natalie Morand, Eleanor Wehner, Jade Wamsley. Fifth Row: 
Emily Mitchell, Jesica Petretti , Ashley Peckinpaugh, Crystal Landreth, Sarah Day, Amber 
Hoke, Christy Cvetan, Ariane Levy. Back Row: Macie Korte, Julie Knoll , A.my Haymaker, 
Kristin Schneider, Alana Burke, Emily Dieter, Lindsey Salazar. 
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Residence Halls Residence Halls Residence Halls 
DemingO 
Front Row: Willis Hanke, Matt Sung, 
Vincent Franco, Ben Leonard. Second 
Row: Justin Harger, Mike Lindley, Brian 
Barker, Andy Steen, Brian Pyers, Brad 
Yoder, Cole Ulen, Matt Robertson, Matt 
Weinstock. Third Row: Peter Flynn, 
Zachariah Yoder, Phil Cook, Aaron 
Williamson, Brad Miles, Matthew Jensen, 
Tyler Aune. Fourth Row: Josiah Yoder, 
Chester Clark, Andy Shold, Scott Herber, 
Jimmy Goebel. Not Pictured: MattDuff: 
Brad Jones, Ailur Blain, David Blubaugh, 
Ryan Snyder, Sean Ruberg. 
Demming! 
Front Row: Doug Mitchell, Mike Merritt, 
Chris Bopp, Josh Gregory, Sean Lane, JD 
Carpentier. Second Row: Geoff 
Anderson, Jonas Collaros, Matt 
Gobreski, Clint May, Aaron Doades, 
Chris Katinas, Corey Howell. Back Row: 
Leo Morand, Mark Kmiecik, Brian 
Edmonson, Brian Meyer, Corey 
Richmond, Ryan Meyer. 
Deming2 
Front Row: Pimia, Alex (SA), Hart, Zane, 
Eric. Second Row: Noblit, Don, Vernon, 
Koch, Arndt, Troup, Walt (RA), Blunty, 
Rosine. Thrid Row: O'ZZ)', Tony, Dong, 
Ron, Woo, Roston, Jeff, Jacob, Todd, 
Lange, Dustin, Soots, Lapp, Paul, Chris, 
Joe, Thomas, LaBella (SA). Back Row: 
Peter, Jason, Nick, Greg, Kaiser, Ramsey, 
Biggers. 
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Speed 1 
Front Row: Stephen Gregory, Jonathan 
Trojan, Craig Cotner, Evan Harding, 
Richard Haycox. Second Row: Andrew 
Buck, Raymond Boyden, Jarrod Sands, 
Patrick Roby, Justin Moore, Travis 
McKittrick, Shawn Windler. Third Row: 
Nathan Cheney, Kyle Caplinger, Andrew 
Cooper, Geoffrey Shrake, Bryce Brown, 
Scott Small, Christopher Denlinger, Evan 
Ballinger, William Alston, John Kolodick. 
Back Row: Andrew Bryant, Martin 
Kuchle, Jae-Hyun Park, Adrian Throop, 
Tony Carlson, Shawn Smith, Jason Ludwig, 
Kyle Wilson, Philip Wilson, Lance Baker. 
Not Pictured : Nathan Soyer. 
Speed 2 
Front Row: Martin Brenny, Michael Fleck, 
Dean Fehlau, Andrew Gast, William 
Mansard, Mike Alles, Mark Newbeiser, 
Frederico Pabon, Lucas Payne, Philip Doup, 
Stephen Pierce, Greg Bultman. Second 
Row: Travis Coy, Drew Furry, Paul Mikrut, 
Ryan Eriksen, Eric Diehl, Aalap Jha, 
Brandon Hathaway, Allen Snyder, Chad 
Reiger, Robert Schulen, Adam Jarboe, Adam 
Livingston, Brett Dymond, Eric Tollefson, 
Drew Boese, Noah Zier, Dave Knaller, 
Andrew Wills, Jared Augsburger, Jason 
Segal, Andrew Ellis, Brad O' dell , Matt 
Housand, Vincent Wagner, Jacob Fuerst, 
Eric Benz, Luke McLoone, Isaac Zimmer, 
Jarod Jones, Eric Borzello, JD Mendez, 
Steve Vitullo. Not Pictured: Johnathan 
Hawkins. 
Speed 3 
Front Row: David Rickard, Scott Tourville, 
Jim Przybylinski, Adnan Ayub. Second 
Row: Mark Smith, Jeff Kelley, Mike 
Hopkins, Jon Witting, Andrew Twarek, 
Jason Gladish, Matt Fike, Alec Marin, Jacob 
Vieck, Cort Severns. Third Row: Mark 
Gauger, Craig McRoberts, John Paul 
Bergstrom, Wes Armstrong, Torn Kujawa, 
Matt Rogers, Jeff Poole, Adam McKeever. 
Fourth Row: Matt Ellis, Drew Beyer, Erik 
Louis, Matt Gordon, Josh Persels, Chris 
Nowacki , Sunshine Zabek, Matt Johnson. 
Fifth Row: Kyle Schroeder, Eric 
Blankenship, Matt Bedel, Eddie Chu, Noppon 
"Top" Chaijaroonrat, Alex Madsen. Sixth 
Row: Scott Kenik, Chris Jung, Matt 
McCormick. Back Row: Arby "Beef' 
Tevault, Jon Keirn, Ben Giant. 
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Residence Halls Residence Halls Residence Halls 
New Hall 0 and 1 
Front Row: Scott Clark, Joe Ohliger, Kyle 
Gossman, Steven Hoelle, Jared Dinkelaker, 
Matthew Reddjck, Ryan Poplin, Micah Taylor, 
Chris Geiger, David Schue, Eric So, Jeremy 
Jarvis, Aaron Miller, GeoffBebb, Troy Wilson, 
Mike Shipley, Spring McEwen, Justin Royer, 
Chris Moore, Luke Davis, Audra Curry, Peter 
Seyler, Dustin Martin, Tim Martin, Amanda 
Martin, Ryan Kingsbury, Eric Soller, Eric Arnett, 
Graeme Mason, Kyle Kepley, Chris Csicsko, 
Shawn Kujawa . Back Row: Phil Stevenson, 
David Ramant, Brian Kopecky, Adam 
Thompson, athan Peterson, Artur Katny, 
Nicholas Gergely, Ronald Dempsey, Brent 
Castle, Clark Kent, Brady Eastridge, Beau Parks, 
Zach Lute, John Gofus, Tim Jasko, Joey Rjchey, 
Wilhelm Klink, John ewqtust, Gerald Rea, 
Myles Adams, Calvin Kerner, Ben 
Sschwerkhardt, Jacob Cagle, Zachary Roth, 
Aydrian Howard, Arin Sarros . 
New Hall 2 
Daniel Abretske, David Ewoldt, Cole Hays, John 
Oldham, Christine Coats, Nichole Parke, Casey 
Stephenson, Andrea Nowling, Lynsey Hart, Amy 
Wicks, Rebecca Franki, Bridget Revier, Aaron 
Lambert, Jie Lu, Jim Patterson, Ben Conner, Derrick 
Schimming, Klynt Gerde, Eric Lewandowski, 
Patrick Beasley, Michael Chansky, Mark Valovage, 
Zach Miller, Clint Stivers, James Brewer, Courtland 
Caldwell, Ryan Cavanaugh, Micheal Tryczak, Karen 
Bonnema, Mary McShane, Rachel Rieck, Katherine 
Lafoe, Aaron Gordon, Sam Zurcher, Jetf 
Bumgardener, Jeremy Turpen, Kenneth Fields, 
Henry Smith, Joseph Obirek, Aaron Chandler, Cori 
Leonard, Ben Linden, Matt Smith, Neal Wallace, 
Adrian Meadows, Kate Daniel, Jonathan Knez, Matt 
Mergy, Ryan Mackos, Eric Sword, Travis Eisenhour, 
Bryce Clark, Nikki Rosenow, Sarah Sanborn, Sarah 
Birely, Janae Chaney, Tabatha Doughty, Sara 
Christenson, Nicole Hartkemeyer, Danielle Sunday, 
David Drapac, Michael Oder, Nicholas Reiman, Karl 
Holzknecht. 
New Hall 3 
Front Row: Katie Overton, Becky Myers, Tori 
Bowman, Jen Funk, Elizabeth Huttsell , James 
FioRito . Second Row: Ruth Jacobson, Erin Bender, 
Scott Green, Sara Horner, Jennifer Ho, Elizabeth 
Farquhar, Jeremy Morris. Third Row: Michael 
Ewing, April Duncan, Jackie Sanders, Bev Kocher, 
Allen Bast, Josh Scott, Mike Kincaid. Fourth 
Row: Jeremy Barton, Mike Gaintner, Chad Ellis, 
Jessica Farmer, Kyle Heath, Stephen Chamblee, 
Dustin Vandeventer, Tony Bergstrom, Jason Roehm, 
Nick Clark. Fifth Row: Jeremy Groven, Matt 
Certain, Robert Brubb, Brent Ellwein, Matt Howard, 
Roberto Murguia, Chad laggard, Patrick Lunsford, 
Lisa Hall , Kelly Hamilton, Dave Hodges, Sam 
Martin, Drew Kilz. Sixth Row: Nick Hristko, 
Adam Windmiller, Tim Hahn, Josh Hertz, Ian Price, 
Aaron Bergh, Rob Bettcher, Luke Asleson, Matt 
Janeczek, Brad Buening, Scott Turner, Justin 
Dillman. Back Row: John Eagle, Derek Fetters, Josh 
Levine. Not pictured : Brian O'Donnel, Joe 
Kachmar, Hannah Pauley, Ann Feurtado, Elizabeth 
Purdy, Mackenzie Mannix, Cody Reed . 
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Residence Halls Residence Halls Residence Halls 
Mees Hall 
Front Row: Shaclin O ' Neil , Heather Greening, Meagan 
Hay, Alison Thomann, Katie Herber, Bridget Wiltgen, 
Jacob Klug. Second Row: Brandy Courneya, Michelle 
Witt, Leslie Conrad , Kristen Bailey, All ison Boyer, 
Alison Hasbargen, Marlo Manaloto, Amber Aspevig. 
Third Row: Ryan Brown, Jennifer Porter, A. lex 
Kutsenok, Carrie Wiley, Chad Zarse, Ellen Taylor, 
Michelle Woodward , Susan Cooley, A.my Sibilia, Brandi 
Soggs, Katherine Wyrzykowski , Morgan Reeder. 
Fourth Row: Clint Weis, Perry Evans , Clinton Fuhs, 
Elaine Mindrup, Corey Frink, Michael McCullough, 
Rebecca Hubbard, Amanda Sheehe, Alison Burgess, 
Nicolle Burris, Katherine Castro, Kaleb Ratcliff, 
Amanda Brindley, Jennifer Hodson, Ty Gremaux, 
Odessa Gocdert-Gasper. Back Row: Marieda Mergcle, 
Evan Lang, Alexander Van Brunt, Matthew Pellegrini , 
Jedediah Frey, Rita Strack, John Amt, Adrian Platt. 
Not Pictured: Casey Adkins, Cameron Bagley, David 
Corbin, Elizabeth Deaton, Jennifer Ford, Lindsey 
Kerbel, Brianna Leahy, Kathleen Lefler, Jennifer 
Lowe, Jennifer Matheny, Jeffrey Moye, Jamie Myers , 
Alexis Nathaniel , Heather O ' Hearn , Larissa Oaks, 
Sarena Oaks, Veronica Ramieri , Sara Rohrasbaugh, 
Alison Thomann , Krista Torok. 
Scharpenburg 
John Stoner, Chee Lo, Tom Markle, Nick 
Camisa, Michael Jaskiewicz, Nick Privette, 
Justin DeWell, Matt Kasper, John Alford, Lucas 
Beverlin, Donald Metzler, Andy Plassman, 
Richard Javanovich, Danny Tam, Dan Hunt, Seth 
Johnson, Jason Caron, Peter Smith, Jeff Smith, 
James McShane, Tim Spatzek, Nikolaus Tsakiris, 
Zachary Bertram, Andrew Boyd, Derek Hung, 
Johnny Hung, Josh Elgin, Daniel Hedman, Rob 
Signorelli, ick Gold, Andy Schipper, Jon Torok, 
Andrew Crisman, Larry Macejka, Keith 
Atkinson, icholas Harden, Josh Smith, John 
Taylor, Ricky Woodring, John Howard, Chris 
ordyke, Derek Luebke, Matt Katinas, David 
Honan, Ahmed Al-Shamisi, Damian Yerrick, 
William Miller, Juan Pablo Gonzalez Castellan, 
Josh Clough, Tom Shook, Travis Troyer, Brian 
Meyer, Joseph Ruble, Bryce Gast, Kevin 
Waldrup, Lance Gassert, Colin Faucett, Brandon 
Thompson, Joshua Matthews, Clayton 
Campbell, Logan Harper, Jonathon Fuller, Mark 
Garringer, Dale Bird, Ron Nicholls. 
Blumburg 
Front Row: Iver Skog. Trever Doll , Amanda Stevens, 
Erin Phelps , Martin Harrison . Second Row: Ross 
Smith, Sarah White. Sonia Haalboom, Marsha Bergh, 
Bob Sills, Joe Hilger, Dan Helms. Third Row: Garret 
Mace, Rachel Bergstrom, Donald McGaughey, Karen 
Fuhrmann, Michelle Einhorn , Liz Shook, Anna 
Burgner, Robin Rzepczynski , Loree Viola, Tammy 
Russel. Fourth Row: Kathy Repine, Casper (Cassandra) 
Wright, Amy Reed , Jess Gunn, Jennifer Phelps , Charles 
Lehman. Jay Sheridan, Chris Scribner, Mike Simon. 
Fifth Row: Robin Harvey, William Meltzer, Alex 
Claffey, Mike Curran, Aaron Blosser, Jon Mastin, 
Rachel Lukens, Steve Hughes, Em Barlow, Brian 
Newman, David Neal, Andrew Gordon. Back Row: 
Ralph Rodkey, Chris Schuette, Ben Davis, Arthur 
Doler. Jason Wendling, Steve Young, Nathanael 
Berglund , George Rahman, Briar Colwell , Charles 
Porter, Ben Frederiksen, Aaron Bolner. Not Pictured : 
Robert Carruth, Phil Smith, Bryan Skipo, Joshua Ford, 
Anthony Cann, Ben Smeland, Brad Mackel , Justin 
Norsworthy, Brian Nufer, Shawn West, Bryan Hunt, W. 
K. Deckar, Jamie Parker, Angelica Marsala, Krista 
Elliot, Kristin Davies, Kate Vawter, Valerie Sharp, 
Sarah Flanigan, Susan Hare, Jacob Myers , Joe Neeson, 
Joann Schultz, Asako Fujioka, Amanda Stephens, 
Lauren Johnson , Anna Yokel. 
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Residence Halls Residence Halls Residence Halls 
Skinner 
Front Row: JatTod Gray, Jerina Pillert, Logan 
Bowers, Matt (Smitty) Smith, Noor Martin, 
Matt Price. Second Row: Eric Hopf, Wesley 
Worsham, Tony Benik, Tom Meyer, Josh 
Butler, Scott MacDonald, Jayme Hero. 
Third Row: Joe Miller, Hans Nelson, Patrick 
Robert, Nick Anderson, Danielle Claxton, 
Yvette Tyler, Melva Lucas. Fourth Row: 
Chris James, Todd Good, JD Garcia, John 
Glattfelt, Grant Reeves, Tim Hunt, Joel 
Ericson, David Wicke, Tyler Ryan. Fifth 
Row: Andy Jauhola, Phil Sirota, Gordon 
Thompson, Josh Lehnert, Marcus Lammeier, 
Alan Fischer, Matt Blachek, Doug 
McGregor. Sixth Row: Chris Ban·ell, Casey 
Behringer, Dan Gallagher, Sara Plowman, 
Dick Spalding, Lasandra Tucker, Sandor 
Pethes, Adam Strobl. Back Row: Alla 
Genkina. 
Deming Attic 
Front row: Erik Halvorson, Himanshu 
Narayan, Ryan Keefer, Davin Leinenbach, 
Matt Ford, Brian Hirsch, Luther Wang. 
Second Row: Daren Wade, Craig 
Szymanski, Jason Wentland, Justin Self, 
Steve Montgomery, Bryan Bals, Zac 
Hiland, Eric Clementoni, Stan Zaremba, 
Seth Jones, Andy Ham, Brian Woodbury, 
Brian Page, Mike Ra:ffay. Back Row: Nat 
Hi LI, Jim Fussner, Doug Jeffries. Not 
pictured: Mike Bergfeld, Nate Brown. 
BSBO 
Front Row: Michael Hawrylok, Chris 
Brown, Shane Milton. Back Row: 
Andrew Strack, Bret Sadler, Tom 
Mackel, Nathan Froyd, Adam Porter, 
David Duffy, Chris Emborsky. Not 
Pictured: David Heigl, Jerome Sobota, 
Jason Bourg, S. Tyler Smith, Emmanuel 
Bettelheim. 
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Total Number of Members: 76 
Members Added This Year: 15 
Colors: Azure and Gold 
Symbols: Grand Seal, White Tea Rose 
Justin Moore, Tom Lautenschlager, Adam 
Meek, Andy Buuck, and Ray Boyden helping out 
with "Bikes for Tykes." 
A TO Tennis players (Robert Memering, Andy 
Feyen, Ashvin Lad, and] ake Isenburg) on a tennis 
trip in Hawaii 
ATOs Nick Berning, Ryan Paige, Tony Kang, and 
Lenny Pearce participated in the Wabash Valley 
Community Foundation Golf Charity Scramble. 
A TO hosted this event. 
ATO's with Larry Bird, working the Larry Bird 
Barn Dance, a charitable dinner that raises funds 
forthe Wabash Valley Community Foundation. 
134 Greeks 
Matt Isbell and Richard Thacker standing in front 
of a Mayan Temple at Tulum in Yucatan, Mexico. 
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Greeks 
Chi 
The Gamma Lambda 
chapter of Chi Omega had 
another wonderful year. We 
increased our membership 
with our largest initiation class 
ever, 26 pehnomenal women! 
Besides an enthusiastic 
new member class, our chapter 
was very spirited! We 
participated in Delta Gamma's 
Anchor Splash, supported 
other fraternities with their 
philanthropic events, and 
helped out around the Rose-
H ulman campus. Our 
Members could also be found 
Omega 
at the Lighthouse Mission, 
planting trees for Trees Inc., 
and building bikes at Bikes for 
Tykes. 
This year was also our 
third annual Dance-a-Thon to 
benefit the American Cancer 
Society. After two successful 
years, we were trying to make 
our third the best yet and we 
definitely succeeded. We 
wouldn't have been able to raise 
as much money as we did 
without the support of every 
woman in our chapter and the 
Rose-Hulman community. 
Total Number of Members: 76 
Members Added This Year: 27 
Colors: Cardinal, Straw 
Symbols: White Carnation, Owl 
Climbing atop one another's back to form a pyramid, 
Chi Omegas signify that they are set. It takes a lot 
of preparation to make the pyramid competition 
work for Greek Games. 
During Bid Day, Chi Omegas Anna Burgner,Janea 
Chaney, and Erica Snyder gather together to 
celebrate the acceptance of their new members. 
Chi Omegas struggle during the tug of war 
competition at Greek Games to beat out their 
opponent. Jenae Chaney digs in hard to help in the 
effort. 
136 Greeks 
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Delta Delta 
Delta Delta Delta has 
outdone itself again this year. It 
has been another year of record 
setting performances by the 
members . Not only did sisters 
raise a record amount of money 
for their philanthropy, but they 
also initiated the most new 
members since their charter. 
Through all of their hard work 
to set these records , sisters 
continued to have fun and 
create a positive image for 
women on the Rose-Hulman 
campus. 
After holding a press 
conference early in the year for 
their past success with their 
Teeter-Totter-A-Thon 
philanthropy, Tri Delta ' s went 
back out this year and raised over 
$10,000. This money goes to 
benefit Riley Children ' s Ho-
spital and Children's Cancer 
Charities. The goal could not 
have been reached without the 
_J ~ ~ 
Delta 
help of the Rose-H ulman 
community and all those who 
donated. Sisters also helped 
other Greek organizations on 
campus with their own philan-
thropies, including the Delta Sig 
Basketball Marathon and the 
Chi Omega Dance-A-Thon. 
Other success£ ul events 
this year included New Member 
Recruitment, in which the chap-
ter recruited a record 25 new 
members, and competed in 
Greek Games. The chapter also 
held other annual events such as 
the Star's and Cresent Ball, 
Winter Luau, Pansy Brunch, 
and many other socials held with 
Frater-nities on campus. 
Delta Delta Delta was also 
proud of its academic achei-
vements this year, being second 
in overall GPA among Frater-
nities on campus. 
Overall Delta Delta Delta 
celebrated another successful 
year. 
Participants in the D elta Sigma Phi Bask etball 
Marathon fundraiser, Tri D elta's enjoyed showing 
off their athletic skills when they beat the D elta Sig 
team. 
138 Greeks 
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Adrianne Henderson practices her song for the 
recruitment skit Tri D elta Radio. Adrianne sang a 
modified version of ' I Will Survive' at the 
recruitment party and performed in a large '7o's 
style wig. 
Competing in the Go Cart competition at Greek 
Games, Alex Bower s and Cassie Mateo race 
around the course while Becky Kilgore steers the 
cart. 
Total Number of Members: 72 
Members Added This Year: 25 
Colors: Silver, Gold, Blue 
Symbols: Pearl, Pine, Pansy 
Spending a night out dancing and having fun at the 
Stars and Crescent ball, J erina Pillert and Rae 
Azorandia talk with new member Alla Genkina. 
Seniors Sara M ulroe and Anita Ribble are two of 
the seniors who were recognized at this year's 
Pansy Brunch. The brunch is held in celebration 
of the graduating seniors and their becoming 
Gamma Pi Alumnae. 
Tabatha Doughty and Alison Hasbargen, two new 
members , show off a Halloween card they 
decorated for Fiji during Bid Night activities. 
Tri D eltas are seen at the Homecoming football 
game spending time with the Rose-Hulman mascot, 
Rosie. Julie Franklin, Wendy Packard,Jennifer 
Shafer, and Sara Horner were only a few of the 
many sisters who attended the event. 
Greeks 139 
Delta Sigma 
Since its founding in 198z, 
the Zeta Lambda chapter of the 
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity has 
made over 400 brothers better 
men. This year was a great year 
for the brothers, marked by 
improved grades, the service of 
brother Casey Behringer as 
student body president, the 
winning of Greek Games, and 
more renovations to the house 
on 6th Street. 
Delta Sig continued on its 
Delta Sigs gather to 
celebrate bid Tuesday 
at the house. 
Phi 
strong tradition of leadership this 
year through on-campus 
activities such as blood drives 
and club involvement as well as 
through community service 
projects with groups such as The 
March of Dimes, Ryves Hall, 
and the Humane Society. Other 
activities Delta Sig participated 
in this year included events with 
sororities, the annual Basketball 
Marathon for charity, and the 
annual Carnation Ball. 
Total Number of Members: 70 
Members Added This Year: 15 
Colors: Nile Green, White 
Symbols: Sphinx, Pyramid 
140 Greeks 
The winners of the 2002 Greek Games, the Delta 
Sig pyramid team signifies the completion of the 
building of their human pyramid. 
A contributor to the Delta Sig's Greek Games 
Championship, Allen Snyder won the hotdog 
eating contest, eating eight hotdogs in the three· 
minute time limit. 
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Lambda Chi 
Alpha 
Another successful year 
has come and gone at Lambda 
Chi Alpha. This year we 
welcomed 14 new men into our 
fraternity. Our international 
fraternity awarded us the Bruce 
Hunter Mcintosh Award for 
excellence in cha pt er 
operations, and the Tozier 
Brown A ward for outstanding 
public affairs and community 
service program, and a Best 
Overall Service Project for our 
Run For Kids' Sake 
philanthropy. Our renovation 
project has continued with the 
installation of new networking 
equipment, a satellite system, 
and many other physical 
improvements. 
Our charitable works 
continue to be one of the 
strengths of our fraternity. We 
were heavily involved in our 
fraternity ' s International Food 
Drive raising almost 5,000 lbs, 
we worked with Delta Delta 
Delta in hosting our annual 
Christmas Party for the 
underprivileged children of 
Ryves Hall, and our Run For 
Kids' Sake event raised over 
$2300 for Big Brother and Big 
Sister of Vigo County. We also 
gave time and money to the 
Holly Society of America, 
Meals on Wheels, Vigo 
County Homework Help, 
American Cancer Society Relay 
For Life, M usic4M iracles 
Benefit Concert, Delta Gamma 
Anchor Splash, Alpha 
Omicron Pi Rose Bowl, Chi 
Omega Dance-A-Thon, and 
Delta Delta Delta Teeter-
Totter-A-Thon. 
We look forward to 
defending our Greek Games 
trophy and all the good times 
we'll have next year. 
Total Number of Members: 62 
Members Added This Vear: 14 
Colors: Purple, Green, Gold 
Symbols: Cross & Crescent 
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Participating in A lpha O micron P i's annual Rose 
Bow l, member s of Lambda Chi A lpha gather for 
fun and bowling at a local T erre H aute bowling 
alley. 
M any par ties were held at the Lambda Chi Alpha 
fraternity including a halloween party. Many party 
goers dressed up in costumes to celebrate the 
holiday with the men of the fraternity. 
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Friendship, knowledge, 
service, morality, and excellence 
- these are the Five Values that 
Phi Gamma Delta has upheld 
since 1848. With these as a 
guide, the Rho Phi Chapter has 
become a force on the campus 
of Rose-H ulman since our 
chartering here tn 1969. 
Currently within our diverse 
ranks are many varsity athletes; 
leaders in student government, 
residence halls, and honor 
societies; and respected scholars. 
The men of the Rho Phi Chapter 
are interested in not only 
maintaining a good relationship 
with Rose-Hulman and the 
surrounding community, but 
also forging a strong bond with 
each other - a brotherhood that 
is not for college days alone. Our 
brothers constantly seek those 
individuals with these same 
desires so that our fellowship can 
be shared and our spheres of 
influence widened. 
FIJI 
The Rho Phi Chapter of 
Phi Gamma Delta received many 
honors in 2001-2002. Locally, we 
were crowned as the victors in 
the Delta Gamma Anchor 
Splash, a service event in which 
many fraternities and sororities 
from Rose-Hulman and ISU 
raise money for Service for Sight 
and compete against each other 
in different aquatic events. 
Statewide, we were honored with 
the Beta Cup as the Most 
Outstanding Chapter of Phi 
Gamma Delta in the State of 
Indiana - besting chapters from 
Indiana University, Purdue, 
Evansville, and more. 
Nationally, we were given top 
five honors in many categories 
after competing with n5 chapters 
in Phi Gamma Delta. Our 
brothers seek to continually 
achieve higher aims and bond 
with and mold their fellow men. 
The Rho Phi Chapter accepts the 2002 Beta Cup 
for the Most Outstanding FIJI Chapter 
in Indiana. 
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Jerry Bill, Arby T evault, Noppon Chaijaroonrat, 
Jonathan Hawkins, Neil Harrison, Eric Blankenship 
and Josh Zabek show off the awards they won at 
Pig Dinner. 
Matt Colatruglio, Andrew Gullone, Conrad Tucker, 
Jordan Strunk and Matt Jackson represent the 
Five Man for the 2001-2002 academic year. 
Total Number of Members: 88 
Members Added This Year: 26 
Colors: Royal Purple, Cold 
Symbols: FIJI 
Arby Tevault, Jason Lanie, and Neil Harrison 
enjoy each other's company at the annual Pig Dinner. 
A group of the pledge class of 2000 prepare to 
help the DePauw FI]Is rush. 
The chapter digs in to dessert after a formal dinner 
at the chapter house. Chapter dinners are a good 
time to socialize and catch up with how brothers 
are doing. 
MattJackson, Travis Stafford, Andrew Gullone, 
Kurtis Preston and Josh Smith shoot some pool at 
the Purdue FIJI house. 
Greeks 
Pi Kappa 
_J _J ~ 
Alpha 
Total Number of Members: 106 
Members Added This Year: 20 
Colors: Garnet, Gold 
Symbols: 
Taking time off to have a scholarship dinner, 
brothers Dave Odle, Alex Goreski, Matt Albert, 
Blake Montgomery, Alex Woods, Micah Hazelip, 
and Chris Kaup take a trip to Garfield's. 
Members celebrate Bid Night at the Pike house. 
Visiting the University of Virginia where Pi Kappa 
Alpha was founded Kyle Smith, Scott Himes, 
Marques Kirsch, Alex Lo hold pictures of their 
founding fathers. 
Dan Householder, Aaron Capizzi, Kevin 
Householder, andJosh Weaver and friends get 
dressed up for the Halloween party. 
Greeks 
During a Fraternity work day party, members help 
in the construction of a barn. 
~ 
Greeks 
Sigma 
Established in 1869 within the brothers often engage in 
the rigid confines of the Virginia athletics, publications, honor 
Military Institute, Sigma Nu fraternites, and other activities in 
has assumed national addition to assuming many 
prominence with 180 chapters positions of leadership. 
dispersed throughout the This year the men of Sigma Nu 
country. Erected upon the have participated in 
premise that honor and courtesy philanthropy events such as 
should become an integral Bikes for Tykes, Trees Inc., 
portion of the college graduate, Relay for Life, the Chi-Omega 
the Beta Upsilon chapter of Dance-A-Thon, and the Tri-
Sigma Nu has attempted to Delta Teeter-Totter-A-Thon. In 
achieve this at Rose-H ulman May we also hosted our own 
Institute of Technology since its philantrhopic event, the 12th 
chartering on May 4, 1895. annual Volleybash. Vollybash 
Sigma Nu offers a social is a sand volleyball tournament 
atmosphere which is more than held to benefit the Hyde 
appropriate, providing a Foundation. In April we hold 
welcomed release to the every day our own formal dance on a 
stresses of school. On campus, riverboat in Cincinnati. 
Total Number of Members: 28 
Members Added This Year: 3 
Colors: Blad:~, White, Gold 
Symbols: RocR, Sword, White OaR, 
Rose 
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Theta Xi 
~ 
This year has brought 
considerable fortune, to us all. The 
amount of profanities I have been 
privileged to accustom my ear to has 
been plentiful, and well versed. The 
dumpster eats things. Royal pine is a 
royal pain if not taken slowly. I can't 
say there were many indigestion stories. 
We are somewhat sanitary. Things are 
a going swell. White Castle tastes good, 
yet better fresh. And you can fit them 
into a pocket. This year has been a hum-
dinger, and that's on the up and up. 
Grilling on the roof, couch flipping, 
night time activities, and all the drama 
someone could ask for without getting 
eaten by the gators. Make duct tape 
wallets, they're good for the soul as well 
as economically viable. 
The house is going to get 
rev amped once we can raise funds 
adequate for the beginning process to 
begin. Outside of that (and it will be 
nicer on the outside) we have kept 
ourselves busy with nonessential 
extracurricular activities. Decon-
structing society's improper fibers of 
noncontiguous miscongruencies may 
seem like it would take a lot out of ya 
but really it is very invigorating, leaving 
plenty of energy for more less 
conspicuous points of walking the line 
that some may call yellow but I like to 
think of as flatter than round. 
Just short of house capacity, 
Theta Xi has done well this year with 
finding special people that don't think 
we smell too much. What's stranger yet 
is that they actually stuck it out all the 
way, leaving me to wonder about their 
sanity. Potatoes are tasty but as a staple 
would not hold paper together. Pirates 
are cool and those in space are just zany. 
Sense and cents sound the same and look 
different. English is so funny. Except 
there are just so many words. So where's 
the "sense" in that, I do declare! You 
know, if you read this far you really 
should just stop reading. There's not any 
meaning in this gibberish. Stop now, 
find an activity better and more fulfilling. 
Life's too short. Go live. Look around 
once in a while. Maybe try fishing 
without bait. See where that leads you. 
It's not a distance thing. But at least you 
won't be reading this anymore. 
Total Number of Members: 10 
Members Added This Year: 6 
Colors: Azure Blue, Silver 
Symbols: 
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It 's only B-boy because of the duct t ape head 
band. 
Chris Miller rockin' it to the last . 
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Triangle was founded in 
the spr ing of 1907 at the 
University of Illinois. There are 
currently 30 active chapters 
located at outstanding engin-
eering colleges and universities 
across the nation. Triangle is 
un ique in the National 
lnterfraternity Conference, 
being the only member 
fraternity that selects its 
membership exclusively from 
students majoring in computer 
science, mathematics, engin-
eering, architecture, and the 
applied sciences. 
The Rose-Hulman chapter 
of Triangle, colonized in 1966, 
received its charter on May 4, 
1968 . It was the first new 
fraternity on campus in 40 years. 
In 1969, the chapter moved into 
it ' s new forty-five man house on 
fraternity row. The men of 
Triangle believe that classwork 
Triangle 
must be of good quality, but that 
a good education is not 
necessarily the result of a mad 
rush for grades. 
In the chapter home of the 
fraternity, members seek the 
opportunity to supplement the 
teachings of the classroom. In 
Triangle, each brother has the 
opportunity to learn lessons of 
group living and personality and 
character development in an 
atmosphere designed for fullest 
benefit to the individual. 
Triangle thus provides a bridge 
between academic life and a 
career, as well as a foundation 
for success in the years after 
college. Triangle continues to 
work to develop balanced men 
in the fields of engineering, 
architecture, and science by 
providing an environment that 
fosters personal growth and 
professional success. 
Total Number of Members: 90 
Members Added This Year: 22 
Colors: Old Rose, Cray 
Symbols: Delta T, Transit 
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Outside the Triangle house on the morning of the 
T r iangle M aze . M ember s spent an entire day 
bu ilding a full -size maze ou t of cardboard. 
A ll dressed u p for the occasion, T riangle brothers 
enjoy the annual H alloween Party. 
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Abicht, Daniel I 09 
Abrams, Cindy 124 
Abretske, Daniel 129 
Ackerly, Will 58, 66 
Acuff, Nathan 64 
Adams, Dr. Tom I 08 
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